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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper examines representations of Eros and Erotes and their functions in Late 

Antique mosaics within the specific context of Antioch. A study of these twenty mosaics is 

important for art historians who want to understand the evolution of Erotes’ iconography and 

how these particular mosaics functioned in the lives of Antioch’s aristocrats during Late 

Antiquity. The development of Eros and Erotes in art parallels the literary origins of Eros and 

Erotes. The popularity of these motifs was also deeply connected to the identity of contemporary 

Antiochenes who viewed Erotes as symbols of Antioch’s land and water resources. Motifs 

featuring Eros and Erotes were not merely decorative, as some scholars suggest, but were in fact 

intentionally placed to visually associate the patron with wealth and classical ideals and to 

convey status within their own social circles. The mosaics of the Constantinian Villa will serve 

as a case study, demonstrating that patrons were not only aware of the multiple interpretations of 

Eros and Erotes but specifically used the multivalent imagery to enhance the rituals enacted in 

their daily lives. Images of Eros and Erotes, as the visually ideal versions of youths, alluded to 

perfection and prosperity for the wealthy patron. Enhanced by the presence of young male 

servants within the domestic residence, these images made visual connections between art and 

reality and myth and life. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2000 the Worcester Art Museum’s exhibition Antioch: The Lost Ancient City made an 

impact on the study of art from Antioch by stirring a renewed interest in the city. The 

accompanying catalog inspired the publication of a collection of essays titled Culture and 

Society in Later Roman Antioch, 2004.1 According to the introduction, written by Isabella 

Sandwell, 

 

Although in the academic literature there have been a few major works focusing on the city, 

Antioch still does not generate the same amount of interest as do Rome or Constantinople, for 

example. At the same time, Antioch has not penetrated the popular consciousness to the same 

extent as these other cities have done – in fact to a much lesser degree. The present book is 

part of a trend of new interest in the city that hopes to bring it to the centre of studies of the 

ancient world.2  

 

Sandwell calls for not only new scholarship, but also for a re-evaluation of the state of the 

scholarship of Antioch. 

Before the work of Sandwell and Huskinson, and before the Worcester exhibition, the 

trend among scholars of Antioch mosaics was to focus on stylistic analyses and broad thematic 

discussions. Early examples are Charles Morey’s Mosaics of Antioch, published in 1938, and 

                                                
1 The exhibition was organized by and held at the Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, 
Massachusetts, Oct. 7, 2000–Feb. 4, 2001. It traveled to at the Cleveland Museum of Art, 
Cleveland, Ohio, Mar. 18–June 3, 2001, and to the Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, 
Maryland, Sept. 16–Dec. 30, 2001. Christine Kondoleon, ed., Antioch: The Lost Ancient City 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). Isabella Sandwell and Janet Huskinson, eds., 
Culture and Society in Later Roman Antioch (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2004). This book is a 
collection of papers from a colloquium held in London, 15 December 2001. 
2 Isabella Sandwell, introduction to Culture and Society in Later Roman Antioch, ed. Isabella 
Sandwell and Janet Huskinson (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2004), 1. 
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Doro Levi’s Antioch Mosaic Pavements from 1947.3 Levi provides detailed descriptions of each 

mosaic, and includes discussion of the possible origins of particular motifs.  From 1949 to 1962 

scholars focused more on the history and the city life of Antioch rather than the mosaics.4 

In 1963 Irving Lavin published  “The Hunting Mosaics of Antioch and Their Sources: A 

Study of Compositional Principles in the Development of Early Mediaeval Style.” Although the 

mosaics are once again the focus of stylistic analysis, Lavin is unique amongst scholars in 

considering the development of a select group of mosaics based on motif. The next major work 

on Antioch’s mosaics is Sheila Campbell’s The Mosaics of Antioch, published in 1988; it focuses 

on the technical details of several of Antioch’s mosaics.5 Although part of larger studies on 

Greek and Roman mosaics, the mosaics are not the primary focus of a book until 2000, when 

both Fatih Cimok’s Antioch Mosaics: A Corpus, and Kondoleon’s Antioch: Lost Ancient City, 

were published to coincide with the Worcester exhibition.6 However, even these publications 

focus on general themes found in the mosaics–for example water, myth, and dining and drinking.   

 In none of these publications is there a systematic analysis of the mosaics featuring Eros 

and Erotes. Perhaps this is because previous scholarship on mosaics of Late Antiquity dismisses 

mosaic-Erotes as generic characters. Levi suggests that images of Erotes were amusing to the 

                                                
3 Doro Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements Vol. I (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1947); 
and Charles Morey, The Mosaics of Antioch (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1938). 
4 These works include George Haddad, Aspects of Social Life in Antioch in the Hellenistic-

Roman Period (New York: Hafner Publishing Company, 1949); and Glanville Downey A 

History of Antioch in Syria from Seleucus to the Arab Conquest (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1961). 
5 Sheila Campbell, The Mosaics of Antioch, Subsidia Mediaevalia (Toronto: Pontifical Institute 
of Mediaeval Studies, 1988). 
6 Fatih Cimok, Antioch Mosaics: A Corpus (Istanbul: A Turizm Yayinlar, 2000); Katherine 
Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999); Katherine Dunbabin, The Roman Banquet: Images of Conviviality (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003). For other sources discussing Antioch mosaics, see Lawrence 
Becker and Christine Kondoleon, eds., The Arts of Antioch: Art Historical and Scientific 

Approaches to Roman Mosaics and a Catalogue of the Worcester Art Museum Antioch 

Collection (Worcester: Worcester Art Museum, 2005); Bowersock, Mosaics as History: The 

Near East from Late Antiquity to Islam (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press, 2006); and Ruth 
Leader-Newby, “Personifications and paideia in Late Antique Mosaics from the Greek East,” in 
Personification in the Greek World: From Antiquity to Byzantium, ed. Emma Stafford and Judith 
Herrin (Aldershot, England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2005), 230–241. 
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Roman viewer.7 In her defining publication, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa: Studies in 

Iconography and Patronage, Katherine Dunbabin refers to Erotes as generic characters and 

decoration.8 This kind of language is misleading because it presents the figures of Eros and 

Erotes to be viewed as passive and even secondary to the other figures, for example mythological 

heroes, featured in the same mosaic. 

What has not yet been done is an iconographical study considering the original context of 

the Antiochene mosaics featuring similar subjects or motifs, such as those with Eros and Erotes. 

My research attempts to address this gap in Antioch scholarship and is a launching point for the 

understanding of how representations of Eros and Erotes functioned in Late-Antique art within 

the specified context of Antioch. My analysis combines the study of mosaic motifs, begun by 

Levi, with the work of social historians such as Haddad and Downey. I also use Antioch as a 

case study for understanding the evolution of Erotes’ iconography in the context of Antioch 

mosaics. An understanding of the context requires a re-examination of the city of Antioch and its 

mosaic patrons. 

I begin my analysis with a review of the context in which the mosaics were present. I 

then summarize the origin of Erotes in literature, and demonstrate why this is important in 

understanding the tradition and development of the mosaic motifs. I then describe select Antioch 

mosaics that feature Eros and Erotes, including a discussion of where they are most frequently 

found. Finally, I discuss the possible functions of the mosaic Erotes in the context of the social 

rituals of the Antioch elite. In this section, I review one particular mosaic floor from a residence 

known as the Constantinian Villa. Analyzing this mosaic, I demonstrate how a re-evaluation of 

the research becomes necessary in an evaluation of the Erotes’ role in Antioch mosaics. I argue 

that mosaics featuring Eros and Erotes were an important part of a visual display of status among 

Antioch’s elite citizens. 

                                                
7 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements Vol. I, 176. 
8 Katherine Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa: Studies in Iconography and  

Patronage (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), 43 and 187. In Christine Kondoleon’s work on the 
triclinium mosaic in the House of Dionysus at Paphos, Cyprus, Erotes are no more than 
secondary figures, participants in scenes combining “Bacchic exotica” and vintaging. Christine 
Kondoleon, “The Triclinium: Dining in an Arbor,” in Domestic and Divine: Roman Mosaics in 

the House of Dionysos (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), 231–269. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

CONTEXT 

 

As soon as you pass through the gates, on the left are varied gardens and charming inns and 

an abundance of springs and houses hidden in trees and chambers which rise above the groves 

and luxurious baths, a place worthy of Aphrodite and her son the archer.9 

 

The ancient city of Antioch was located on the eastern side of the Orontes River at the 

foot of Mount Silpios in the eastern half of the Roman Empire (fig. 1). It exists today as the 

modern city of Antakya in Syria. Seleucus I Nicator founded Antioch in 300 BCE.10 For over 

two hundred years, Antioch was the capital of the Seleucid Empire, which included the city of 

Apamea, located in southern Syria.11 These two cities, settled by Greek citizens, were centers of 

Hellenic culture. As the reign of Seleucid kings ended, Rome took a dominant role in the Near 

East. In 64 BCE, the Roman military leader Pompey defeated Mithridates VI, king of the Pontus 

in northern Anatolia. 12 Following the victory, Pompey occupied Syria and Antioch came under 

Roman rule. Because of its eastern location near the Mediterranean Sea and its proximity to the 

Near East, Antioch became the official capital of the Roman province of Syria and an imperial 

headquarters.13 Antioch was the most important city on the contested border of the Eastern 

Roman Empire, serving as the military staging ground for conflicts with Eastern powers, such as 

the Parthian and Sassanid dynasties of the Persian Empire and later, in the seventh century, the 

                                                
9 Libanius, Oration XI. 233–234. Trans. Glanville Downey, “Libanius’ Oration in Praise of 
Antioch (Oration XI),” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 103, no. 5 (October 
1959): 677. Libanius (b. 314, d. 393). 
10 Seleucus I Nicator (r. 312–281 BCE) was one of the generals of Alexander the Great. For 
more on Antioch during the Seleucid Empire see Glanville Downey A History of Antioch in 

Syria, 54–142. 
11 Glanville Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1962), 10. For a complete history of Antioch, see Downey, A History of 

Antioch in Syria. 
12 For more see Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria. Shelley Hales, The Roman House and 

Social Identity (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 212. Pompey (b. 106 BCE, 
d. 48 BCE), Mithridates VI (r. 120–63 BCE). 
13 Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 13. 
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caliphate of Al-Khulafa’ al-Rashidun.14 Antioch’s port city, Seleucia Pieria, built on the 

Mediterranean at the mouth of the Orontes, was the main naval base in the Roman East.15 Roads 

from Cilicia, Asia Minor, and Beorea (modern Aleppo) led to Antioch.16 Antioch was one of the 

great cities of the Late Antique world. 

Antioch also had major imperial ties. With an imperial palace located in the city, 

members of the court were constantly coming and going. From the second to the early fourth 

century CE several emperors visited or resided in Antioch.17 In 298 CE, Diocletian and Galerius 

celebrated their triumph over the Persians in Antioch. After the celebration Diocletian remained 

in the city, making it his headquarters from 300 to 301 CE.18 Helena Augusta, mother of 

Constantine I, stayed in Antioch on her way back from her visit to the Holy Land.19 In 338 CE, 

                                                
14 For example, in 98 CE, Antioch became the headquarters for the Parthian war. Sassanid (r. 
224–651 CE) armies from Persia sacked the city in 256, 260, 540, 573 and 610 CE. The 
caliphate Al-Khulafa’ al-Rashidun (r. 632–661 CE) were the first five leaders after the death of 
Muhammad. For more on these events and social life in Antioch, see Haddad, Aspects of Social 

Life in Antioch, 140. Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria, 211–213. Downey, Antioch in the 

Age of Theodosius the Great, 4. 
15 George Haddad, Aspects of Social Life in Antioch in the Hellenistic-Roman Period (New 
York: Hafner Publishing Company, 1949), 18. Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the 

Great, 11. Traders had used Seleucia Pieria since early Greek days, long before the foundation of 
Antioch. Originally, it was to be the capital of the Seleucid dynasty, but after the death of 
Seleucus Nicator, Antioch became the royal capital. 
16 Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 5. 
17 From 161 to 165 CE Lucius Verus (r. 130–169 CE), co-emperor with Marcus Aurelius (r. 
161–180 CE) lived in Daphne, the resort town 9 kilometers south of Antioch. Some of the other 
emperors to visit or live in Antioch include: Julius Caesar visited in 47 BCE, Augustus (r. 31 
BCE–14 CE) visited in 31–30 and 20 BCE, Trajan (r. 98–117 CE) in the winter of 113–14 CE, 
and again in 115–16 CE, Septimus Severus (r. 193–211 CE) in 201 and 202 CE, Caracalla (r. 
211–217 CE) in 215 CE, Macrinus (r. 217–218 CE) in 217 CE, Elagabalus (r. 218–222 CE) in 
218 CE, Severus Alexander (r. 222–235 CE) in 231 CE Aurelian (r. 270–275 CE) in 272 CE, 
Constantius (r. 337–361 CE) in 338 CE, and Julian the Apostate (r. 361–363 CE) from 362–363 
CE. Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria, 240. For a listing of emperors in Antioch, also see 
Christine Kondoleon, chronology in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, xii–xiii. 
18 Diocletian (r. 284–305), Galerius (r. 305–311). Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria, 318. 
Under Diocletian, the great palace was constructed in 298 CE.  
19 For more on Helena Augusta (b. 250, d. 330 CE) see Jan Willem Drijvers, Helena Augusta: 
The Mother of Constantine the Great and the Legend of Her Finding of the True Cross (Leiden: 
Brill Academic Publishers, 1997). 
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Constantius was in Antioch as Emperor of the East.20 The Emperor Julian visited the city in 362–

63 CE on his way to fight the Persians.21 Throughout the fourth century, the city was the imperial 

headquarters for the war against Persia.22 During the sixth century, the city experienced several 

disasters leading to a decrease in population.23 The city remained weak into the seventh century, 

and in 637–38 CE armies of Al-Khulafa’ al-Rashidun caliphate captured Antioch. 

For three hundred years after its foundation Antioch remained a grand Hellenistic 

center.24 While Roman since 64 BCE, Antioch differed from Rome linguistically by having 

Greek its primary language.25 Antioch’s rich history and location allowed it to develop a diverse 

and unique culture based on both Greek and Roman influences. For example, many new 

buildings followed Roman designs while existing buildings underwent restoration maintaining 

Greek style and form.26 According to Sheila Hales, the restoration of Greek buildings 

“demonstrates the Roman regard for indigenous, Hellenistic architecture and recognition of order 

within its associated practices.”27 This mixing of architectural elements contributed to the 

evolution of a local design among Antioch houses.28 

 The city of Antioch was famous for luxury and wealth.29 Its location, on one of the major 

trade routes between the East and West, contributed to the city’s prosperity. People traveling to 

                                                
20 Constantius (r. 337–361 CE). Kondoleon, chronology in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, xiii. 
21 Kondoleon, chronology in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, xiii. 
22 Haddad, Aspects of Social Life in Antioch, 140. 
23 During the sixth century, a series of major earthquakes, fires, and plagues, along with three 
different sacks by the Persians, led to the decline of the city’s population. 
24 Michael Maas, “People and Identity in Roman Antioch,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 
14. 
25 Local orators, poets, and scholars continued to write in Greek. Downey, Antioch in the Age of 

Theodosius the Great, 14. 
26 In 47 BCE, Julius Caesar simultaneously oversaw the building of a basilica, theatre, 
amphitheatre, and baths while renovating Antioch’s bouleuterion. Hales, The Roman House and 

Social Identity, 212–13. From 31–30 and 20 BCE, Augustus visited the city and continues 
building projects. From 37 BCE to 37 CE, Herod and Tiberius built the Great Colonnaded Street. 
Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, xii–xiii. 
27 Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 212. 
28 Greek elements, such as a central peristyle and an asymmetrical plan, were constant in 
Antiochene houses. See Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 213. 
29 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 3-10. 
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Antioch could purchase extravagant items such as leather shoes, perfume, textiles, and books.30 

The suburb of Daphne, celebrated for its healing springs and baths, was a famous summer retreat 

for wealthy Antiochenes. The encomium Antiochikos (Oration XI: In Praise of Antioch), written 

by Libanius of Antioch circa 360 CE, praises Antioch by saying, “Thus a common enjoyment of 

good things is available to this city. The foreigners cherish as their home the city which they 

have chosen instead of their homes . . .”31  

 Homes and buildings were richly decorated with art in the form of mosaics. Throughout 

the Roman provinces of the Late Antique world (150–750 CE), mosaics were a major art form of 

the elite populace.32 Most of the mosaics that have survived from this period, including those 

from Antioch, are from domestic residences. The mosaics from Antioch date from the early 

second to the mid-sixth centuries. The majority of mosaics from Antiochene residences feature 

figural compositions. This is a continuation from the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods when 

figural panels in particular were popular.33 These emblemata, mosaics set in panels, are 

specifically Greek in style and subject and differ from the western mosaic tradition, which is 

often described as a carpet-like design where one mosaic covers the entire floor.34 Current 

scholarly opinion agrees that the motifs found in private mosaics exhibit the personal tastes of 

the patron who commissioned the work.35 

                                                
30 Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 4. 
31 Libanius, Oration XI. 167. Trans. Downey, “Libanius’ Oration in Praise of Antioch (Oration 
XI),” 670. Charles Morey, Mosaics of Antioch, 45. Chinese traders give accounts of a luxurious 
city, describing the Golden Gate on the road to Daphne, “floors of yellow metal,” “beams of 
fragrant wood,” and “pillars of crystal.” 
32 Peter Brown, The World of Late Antiquity: AD 150–750 (New York: W.W. Norton and 
Company, 1971). Wiktor Andrzej Daszewski, Corpus of Mosaics from Egypt I: Hellenistic and 

Early Roman Period (Mainz am Rhein, 1985), 92. 
33 The Near Eastern provinces of the Roman Empire embraced Greek influences and Hellenistic 
tradition incorporating polychrome and realism into their mosaic designs. Roger Ling, Ancient 

Mosaics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), 49. Kondoleon, “Mosaics of Antioch,” in 
Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 63. Leader-Newby, “Personifications and paideia in Late 
Antique Mosaics from the Greek East,” 241. Daszewski, Corpus of Mosaics from Egypt I, 92. 
34 Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 213. Janet Huskinson, “Surveying the Scene: 
Antioch Mosaic Pavements as a Source of Historical Evidence,” in Culture and Society in Later 

Roman Antioch, ed. Isabella Sandwell and Janet Huskinson (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2004). 
35 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 305. 
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Although there are figural mosaics surviving from public buildings in Antioch, one 

category of figural motifs found only in domestic residences is that depicting Eros and Erotes, 

the Greek god of Love and his multiples.36 Many of the domestic residences were located on 

Antioch’s east side, near the lower slopes of Mount Silpios, and in Daphne (figs. 2–3).37 Within 

these residences, such as the House of the Boat of Psyches in Daphne, half of the Erotes-mosaics 

were originally in the courtyards or in main rooms. The majority of mosaics with Eros figures 

were originally in dining halls or areas in direct view of the dining hall (fig. 4).38 These are all 

rooms where visitors to the residence would gather or pass through. 

The type and the number of people coming to the domestic residence would have been 

determined by the position held by the patron. What distinguished many members of the upper 

class from the lower was the ownership of land. Those elite members of society who owned land 

became part of the patron-client system.39 Large landowners offered protection to the peasants 

who lived on their land.40 Patrons also served clients who had a desire to scale the social ranks. A 

young man may have chosen a patron and offered him loyalty and service. In return, the patron 

would recommend the man for promotions to higher social positions.41 The patron’s residence 

                                                
36 Examples of extant figural mosaics from public buildings in Antioch include those from Bath 
D, Bath E, Bath F and the fifth century Bath of Apolausis. These figures include personifications 
of ideals, for example the bust of Sorteria (Salvation) from the Bath of Apolausis, and aqautic 
themes such as the mosaic featuring Hermes carrying the child Dionysus to the Nymphs in Room 
3 of Bath D. See Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements. 
37 According to Libanius, Oration XI. 200: “The mountain rises up, stretched out beside the city 
like a shield raised in high defense, and the last dwellers on the lower slopes of the mountain 
have nothing to fear from the heights, but they have the sources of every happiness, springs, 
plants, gardens, breezes, flowers, the songs of birds, and the enjoyment of spring earlier than the 
others have it.” See Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 21. 
38 My study shows 50% of Erotes-mosaics are from rooms securely identified as public spaces 
while 80% of Eros-mosaics are from public spaces of domestic residences. Four Erotes-mosaics 
are from courtyards and one from a dining hall. Five mosaics with Eros are from triclinia, three 
more are from public rooms within domestic residences. See Appendix I for a list of mosaics and 
their locations. 
39 For more on the patron-client system see Paul Veyne, “Where Public Life was Private,” in A 

History of Private Life from Pagan Rome to Byzantium, ed. Paul Veyne (London: Harvard 
University Press, 1987). 
40 Veyne, “Where Public Life was Private,” 103. 
41 Veyne, “Where Public Life was Private,” 104. 
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became a meeting place for business with clients. Along with clients, visitors to the residence 

included friends and peers of the upper class patron, invited for drinking, dining and 

entertainment. During the Late Antique period, guests would constantly visit aristocratic 

families, making the residence a regular place of social interaction.42  

Katherine Dunbabin describes how the emphasis on the reception and entertainment of 

guests dominated the layout of the residence.43 The main decoration, and the most elaborate, was 

concentrated in areas where company was entertained.44 It is clear that Antiochene patrons 

intentionally commissioned Eros and Erotes mosaics as part of a public display to visitors. This 

is indicated not only by the mosaics’ locations within the most public of rooms, but also by their 

rich design and subject matter. 

The main public room where guests would gather within a patron’s residence was the 

dining room or triclinium. At the entrance or at the very front of the room within the triclinium 

was a reception area for guests, service and entertainment. Inside the room against the three 

walls–the back wall and the two sidewalls–was a tripartite couch.45 Each couch could 

comfortably hold three people allowing nine guests to dine together.46 The couches fit closely 

together around a single table, which could be round or rectangular, located in the center of the 

room.47 During social gatherings in the triclinium guests rested with their left arm on a cushion 

and ate with their right hands. The triclinium was only a part of the public area within the 

domestic residence and worked in conjunction with the portico, courtyard, and nymphaeum, or 

                                                
42 Jeremy Rossiter, “Convivium and Villa in Late Antiquity,” in Dining in a Classical Context, 
ed. William J. Slater (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1991), 199. 
43 This layout was also popular among residences during the Hellenistic period. Katherine 
Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” in Dining in a Classical Context, 126. 
44 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 305. 
45 Moveable couches were the most common for lavishly decorated interiors. While existing 
moveable couches from this period are rare, cuts in the walls suggest their placement around the 
room. See Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium.” 121–148. 
46 Dunbabin considers that in later centuries of the Empire, the ideal gathering of nine is 
abandoned. This is suggested by the lengthening of triclinium to two or three times the normal 
length of the couch. See Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 122. 
47 Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 123. 
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fountain.48 Excavated residences from Antioch illustrate a consistent design principle with dining 

rooms leading to open courtyards.49  

The purpose of these rooms as areas of entertainment brings into question their 

classification as part of the private sector.50 These main areas are where the patron controlled his 

identity. Were these rooms considered private in a domestic sense? Or were they public areas 

open to other members of society? In answer to these questions, the following should be 

considered. 

 The ritual of dining in the triclinium gave importance to the symposium, a highly social 

event.51 Greek in origin, symposia were drinking parties, typically gatherings of aristocratic 

males, “focusing upon communal and ritualized drinking.”52 During a symposium, guests 

reclined on couches while servants attended to their needs, filling drinking cups with wine, and 

performers entertained. Possible performers at a symposium could include theatre actors, mimes 

and pantomimes, musicians, jugglers, magicians, and dancers.53 Symposiasts themselves often 

participated in entertaining, by reciting poetry and discussing philosophy.54 Lavish banquets 

nurtured philosophical and literary conversation.55 The atmosphere in which the symposium was 

held encouraged the expression of cultural ideals. These ideals were exhibited through the 

guests’ conversations, the entertainment, and the objects displayed within the gathering area. The 

                                                
48 John J. Dobbins, “The Houses at Antioch,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 53. 
49 Unfortunately, only partial remains of house plans have been excavated at Antioch. As noted 
by Hales, “Not one full Roman house plan survives of the houses discovered in and around 
Antioch and the suburb of Daphne.” See Dobbins, “The Houses at Antioch,” 53, and Hales, The 

Roman House and Social Identity, 213. 
50 See Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 207–208. Hales discusses the public versus 
private areas and references Lisa Nevett’s work on the Greek house, which was organized 
between social activity and private life.  
51 Dobbins, “The Houses at Antioch,” 53. 
52 Many vessels used at symposion, such as wine cups, jugs, mixing bowls, and jars, bear 
imagery of the drinking party. Participants of these narrative scenes may even include different 
gods and heroes such as Dionysus or Heracles. Representations of symposia were extremely 
popular on Athenian vases of the late sixth and fifth centuries BCE. See Katherine Dunbabin, 
The Roman Banquet: Images of Conviviality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 
11–12, 19–20, 51–52, and 256. 
53 Slater, “Introduction,” Dining in a Classical Context, 4. 
54 Dunbabin, The Roman Banquet, 11. 
55 Dobbins, “The Houses at Antioch,” 53. 
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great number of triclinia discovered in Antiochene residences provides evidence emphasizing 

the importance of these dining and drinking events.56  

It was common that the grandest of houses had more than one triclinium. These rooms 

were located in areas of the house appropriate for dining during different seasons.57 The 

decorations of the dining rooms, while projecting personal tastes of the owner, also participated 

in the function of the room as an area of feasting and entertainment. The decoration of the floor 

is useful when distinguishing the function of a room. For example, the front entrance within the 

triclinium could be decorated differently than the inner part of the room, meant for the furniture. 

The inner part could be further divided into a richly decorated center of the room, usually with a 

figural motif, surrounded by an ornamental area designating where the couches may be placed.58 

The typical layout of floor decoration, where mosaic panels designate each section of a room, 

allows for the clear identification of triclinia throughout the Roman provinces.59  

Though the triclinium plan survived into the early fifth century, a new fashion for dining 

became popular in the fourth century that changed the form of the dining area. The stibadium is a 

rectangular room with a semi-circular apse located at the back. A single sigma-shaped couch 

would be placed in the apse. Anywhere from five to nine guests would sit on the couch facing a 

circular table where food was served. Like the triclinium, the stibadium is clearly identified by 

the layout of the floor mosaics. Frequently the decoration indicated the two portions of the room; 

a rectangular mosaic could distinguish the front while the back half could be marked with a 

semicircular mosaic indicating the place for the sigma-couch. After the feast, the table was 

                                                
56 Richard Stillwell, in “Houses of Antioch,” notes that on average there is an increase in the size 
of these rooms in the fourth century. See Richard Stillwell, “Houses of Antioch,” Dumbarton 

Oaks Papers 15 (1961), 54–55. With the larger rooms, the most likely was a change in table 
service with guests no longer sharing one table, but perhaps servants brining individual tables to 
each guest, or a ledge in front of the couches. Maas, “People and Identity in Roman Antioch,” 
17. Sandra Knudsen, “Dining as a Fine Art: Tablewares of the Ancient Romans,” in Antioch: The 

Lost Ancient City, 181. 
57 Some rooms would open up or were outdoors so that diners could enjoy pleasant weather. 
Dunbabin also suggests the rooms may have appealed to the homeowner’s taste in variety. 
Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 124. 
58 Katherine Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 305. 
59 Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 126. 
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removed, revealing a highly-decorated floor mosaic with a motif fitting for the occasion.60 

According to Dunbabin, choices in theme for the decoration of a room “could convey a message 

about the function of a room, or about the significance of activities that went on there.”61 

Mosaics also aided the diners within the triclinium or stibadium to make visual connections to 

adjacent rooms. For example, an aquatic scene within the dining room connects with the 

iconography of the nymphaeum.62 

 The excavations of the city of Antioch from 1932 to 1939 uncovered approximately three 

hundred mosaics. 63 Twenty of these mosaics have figures of either Eros or Erotes (Appendix I). 

These include ten mosaics with the single deity Eros, demonstrating a continuation of the 

imagery of the god in tandem with images of Erotes. The qualifications for an Eros-Erotes motif 

are the presence of one or more naked or semi-naked winged youths. An exploration of the 

twenty mosaics with these motifs provides an understanding into the visual function of Eros and 

Erotes in the lives of elite Antiochenes. The uniqueness of the Antioch mosaics derives from 

their thematic development as well as their location within the city. There is a noticeable 

development of mosaics featuring Erotes beginning in the second century with representations of 

the god Eros; the introduction and use of winged Erotes in the third century, and finally a decline 

of Erotes motifs in the fourth century. This development parallels the overall transition in mosaic 

subject matter throughout the Empire: from mythological scenes–illustrations of heroes and 

deities–to genre scenes celebrating the land and other abstract ideas.64 All of the Antioch mosaics 

depicting winged Erotes were originally part of domestic residences in and near the city. The 

ceremonies enacted within these residences were part of the daily life of Late Antique 

aristocratic society. As such, it is necessary to interpret the visual arts from this period as 

participating in these procedures - mosaics as participants in the lives of the elite.   

                                                
60 Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 128–132. 
61 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 304.  
62 Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 215. 
63 Excavations were organized by the Committee for the Excavation of Antioch and Its Vicinity, 
chaired by Princeton University’s Charles Morey and included representatives from the Louvre, 
Baltimore Museum of Art, the Worcester Art Museum, the Fogg Art Museum, and Dumbarton 
Oaks. 
64 For information on the development of style and motifs in Roman mosaics, see Dunbabin, The 

Mosaics of Roman North Africa.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

EROS AND EROTES AND THEIR ORIGINS IN GREEK AND ROMAN LITERATURE 

 

 To understand the origin of Erotes it is first necessary to trace their roots, beginning with 

the history of Eros, popularly known as the Greek god of fertility and symbol of Love. Erotes are 

the multiple of Eros.65 The eighth-century BCE author Hesiod is the earliest to mention Eros. 

According to his Theogony, Eros, along with Chaos, Ge, and Tartarus, is one of the first gods to 

exist.66 The Greek cosmonogies of the eighth to sixth centuries BCE list Eros as one of the 

primary elements.67 In seventh- and sixth-century BCE Greek lyric poetry, Eros changes from a 

cosmic element into a deity. These early literary works describe Eros as a youth and having other 

characteristics, such as wings and perhaps carrying an arrow or torch. These attributes are those 

we see artists use in their depictions of the god.68 One important work devoted entirely to Eros is 

Plato’s Symposium, written circa 305 BCE. The work discusses the different origins of Eros in an 

attempt to answer who, or what, Eros is.69  

 Plato’s Symposium is an encomium to Eros and a primary source for opinions about the 

practices of love between men and youths. Within the text, characters based on historical Greek 

citizens, who include the philosopher Socrates, gather at a symposium and propose encomia for 

Eros.70 The reason for this is that participating members believe there has been no fitting hymn 

                                                
65 Using H. Usener’s research, T. G. Rosenmeyer investigates Eros’s transformation into several 
Erotes. Rosenmeyer uses the word pluralization to describe the multiple representations of one 
deity, which is different from fission–the splitting of the deity into many. T. G. Rosenmeyer, 
“Eros–Erotes,” Phoenix 5, no. 1 (1951): 11–22.  
66 Hesiod, Theogony (116–138), see Theogony: Edited with Prolegomena and Commentary by 

M.L.West, ed. M.L. West (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966). 
67 The other elements are Chaos, Chronos, Aether, Air, Darkness, Night, Light, and Earth. Irina 
Kovaleva asserts that Hesiod’s cosmogonic Eros is not the “principle of love, but a principle of 
energy . . . the energy that gives life to the world.” Irina Kovaleva, “Eros at the Panathenaea,” in 
Personification in the Greek World: From Antiquity to Byzantium, 139–140.  
68 Kovaleva, “Eros at the Panathenaea,” 141. 
69 For a discussion of Plato’s Symposium see Robert Lloyd Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros: A 

Reading of Plato’s Symposium (Lanham: University Press of America, 1993). 
70 The characters gathered at the symposium are Apollodorus, Phaedrus, Pausanias, 
Eryximachus, Aristophanes, Agathon, Socrates and Alcibades. 
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or praise given to the god Eros. Therefore, “the suggestion is that this lack be made good . . . by 

having each guest make the most beautiful speech about Eros that he is able.”71  

 In Plato’s Symposium, the first guest to speak on the issue of Eros and Love is Phaedrus. 

Phaedrus explains how Eros is the cause of man’s greatest good, which is the relationship 

between a male lover and the youth.72 Phaedrus also describes how cities were founded by the 

relationships of youths and lovers as members of an “Army of Eros,” a perfect army where youth 

and lover fought side by side, each willing to die for one another. This formidable army allowed 

for successful campaigns and led to the foundation of the ideal city.73 The second guest to speak 

is Pausanius who reasserts Eros as a primordial element, founder of cities, yet also a youth, child 

of Aphrodite. He acknowledges Aphrodite’s role inspiring the shared love between men and 

young boys.74 Love and virtue, along with education and wisdom, exists in these relationships 

between lover and youth.75 Plato’s Symposium initiates a tradition connecting Eros to the 

symposium. 

 Late Antique poets, such as the Greek satirical writer Lucian of Samosata, represent Eros 

as a young boy, a trickster and the son of Aphrodite.76 Also during the Late Antique period, the 

god Eros became the main character of a popular novel. The Golden Ass (Asinus Aureus), or 

Metamorphoses, was written circa 170 CE by the Roman author Lucius Apuleius. The story 

describes the events that happen during the author’s induction into a mystery cult.77 Book IV, 

                                                
71 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 18. 
72 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 20–21. 
73 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 22–23. 
74 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 32–33. 
75 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 44. The noblest youth is one who “will gladly submit to anything 
for the sake of virtue.” 
76 For example, in the satirical-work The Dialogues of the Gods by the Greek writer Lucian of 
Samosata (c. 120–180 CE), Eros is “the winged cherub who mischievously shot his love 
producing arrows at immortals and mortals alike.” Lucian, “The Dialogues of the Gods” in 
Selected Satires of Lucian Trans. Lionel Casson (Garden City: Anchor Books, 1962), 98. The 
association with Aphrodite and child-like character was the most common tradition adopted by 
Late Antique artists. 
77 Apuleius was active in Roman North Africa during the second century. For the complete text, 
see Lucius Apuleius, The Golden Ass; Being the Metamorphoses of Lucius Apuleius with an 

English Translation by W. Adlington (1566); Revised 1915–1927. With an Essay by Charles 

Whibley (New York: Liverright Publishing Corp., 1943). 
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Book V, and Book IV are devoted to the story of Cupid, who is the Latin equivalent of Eros, and 

the mortal Psyche, the marriage of the two and the tragedy that follows. In its focus on Cupid 

The Golden Ass demonstrates how myth was still very much an important part of the 

contemporary works written for a Late Antique audience. 

 The roots of the god’s transformation into Erotes, from the singular to the multiple, is 

traced back to ancient literature, specifically to the sixth-century BCE poet Pindar who is the first 

to use the plural erotes.78 In the literature of the second to fourth century CE, Erotes are 

described as playful and as mischievous as children. In the third century, the Greek rhetorician 

Philostratus the Elder describes Cupids, or Erotes, in his work Imagines: 

 

See, Cupids are gathering apples; and if there are many of them, do not be surprised. For they 

are children of the Nymphs and govern all mortal kind, and they are many because of the 

many things men love; . . .. Be sure that Aphrodite is there, where the Nymphs, I doubt not, 

have established a shrine to her, because she has made them mothers of Cupids and therefore 

blest in their children. 79
  

 

Philostratus is among the first authors to explicitly state the origin and to identify Erotes as the 

children of the Nymphs, that “they are many because of the many things men love.” 

Third and fourth-century Greek and Roman authors such as Menander, Himerius, and 

Claudian evoke Aphrodite (Venus) and Erotes (Loves) in their epithalamia.80 An epithalamium 

is a song or speech given at the bridal chamber on the event of a marriage. The fourth-century 

Latin poet Claudian in his “Epithalamion of Honorius and Maria” refers to Cupid and his 

                                                
78 Rosenmeyer, “Eros–Erotes,” 17. 
79 Philostratus, Imagines Book 1.6 trans. Arthur Fairbanks (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1971), 21–29. 
80 Menander (late third century); Himerius (c. 310–90) was the court rhetoric for Julian in 
Constantinople; Claudian (c. 370–95) was a Greek speaking citizen in the late fourth century 
Alexandria. He later moved to Rome and became the court poet to Emperor Honorius (393–395). 
Simon Hornblower and Antony Spawforth, ed., The Oxford Classical Dictionary (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1996). I thank Dr. Jack Freiberg for guiding me to and discussing with 
me the use of epithalamia. 
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brothers: “A thousand brother Loves . . .a tender company like to Cupid himself in face and of 

equal age. The nymphs are their mothers; Cupid is the only child of golden-Venus.”81 

 Although written hundreds of years before the creation of the Antioch mosaics, Greek 

classical literature was still widely read throughout the Late Antique period. And although 

Antioch was a center of Christianity during the third century, when fifteen, or the majority of the 

mosaics were laid, opinions about the religion wavered from general acceptance to outright 

attacks against Christians.82 Yet, even members of the Christian population studied classical 

texts. That there were students learning the classics, taught by professors who did not literally 

believe in the gods, is demonstrated by Emperor Julian’s (r. 361–363) angry words against these 

dishonest intellectuals: 

 

Thus someone who believes one thing and teaches his pupils another seems to me to be as far 

from true education as he is from honesty. . . by expounding the opposite of what one believes 

on the most serious matters, is one not acting like a salesman, or living like these disloyal and 

unscrupulous people who recommend most highly that for which they have least regard, 

enticing and hoodwinking with their praises those to whom, I believe, they wish to hand over 

their inferior merchandise?83 

                                                
81 Claudian Claudianus, “Epithalamium of Honorius and Maria,” in Claudian with and English 

Translation by Maurice Platnauer, Vol. I, 243–267 (London: William Heinemann LTD, 1963), 
249. 
82 Julian, Ep. 42, in Downey, A History of Antioch, 305–330. During third century CE the Roman 
Empire’s position on the Christian religion wavered. From 200 to 202, Septimus Severus forbade 
conversions to Christianity. The following emperor’s Elagabalus and Severus Alexander were 
tolerant of the Christians. Maximus the Thracian (r. 235–238) started a persecution against 
Christians. Philip the Arab (244–249) tolerated the Christian religion but this position was 
reversed under the new emperor Decius (249–251) who once again instituted a persecution. 
Persecutions continued under Valerian (r. 253–260). The “Great Persecution,” generating the 
most severe reports of Christian persecutions and martyrdom in Antioch, lasted from 303 to 311 
during the reign of Galerius. It is not until 313, with Constantine and Licinius that freedom of 
belief is allowed. 
83 P.R. Coleman-Norton, Roman State and Christian Church: A Collection of Legal Documents 

to A.D. 535, Vol. 1, trans. P. R. Coleman-Norton (London: SPCK, 1966), 278. Samuel N. C. 
Lieu, “Libanius and Higher Education at Antioch,” in Culture and Society in Later Roman 

Antioch, 21.  
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The Bishop of Caesarea, Basil the Great (329–379), in his Address to Young Men on Reading 

Profane Literature, states: “But we should collect carefully the recitals of these authors when we 

see there the praise of virtue or the condemnation of vice . . . so those who are not content to seek 

for the agreeable and the seducing in the works of pagans, are even able to find in them treasures 

for the soul.”84 These textual sources demonstrate that even if the patrons of Erotes’ imagery 

were Christians, as educated men they would have understood and appreciated the classical texts. 

Classical literature, such as Plato’s Symposium, which discusses not only virtue but also classical 

opinions about the relationship between man and youth, was a constant reference brought into 

the conversations of the Late Antique period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
84 Basil of Caesarea, “Address to Young Men on Reading Profane Literature,” in Readings in 

Late Antiquity: A Sourcebook, ed. Michael Maas (London: Routledge, 2000), 49. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

EROS AND EROTES IN ANTOCH 

 

 For an analysis on Antioch mosaics, it is fitting to begin with the motifs depicting the god 

Eros before continuing with a discussion of motifs with Erotes. Much like the literary evolution 

of Erotes, the visual evolution in Antioch began with representations of the singular god Eros 

before the appearance of Erotes in mosaics. In the second century CE, the gesturing Eros motif is 

found in five floor mosaics. In four of the mosaics, Eros is represented as a participant in the 

visual narratives of well-known classical myths. These myths include the Judgment of Paris, 

Adonis’ Farewell to Aphrodite, Narcissus Looking at His Reflection, and Dionysus Discovering 

Ariadne (figs. 5-7). Each of these mosaics was originally located in, or was in view of, the major 

rooms such as the triclinium. 

 In the House of Dionysus and Ariadne located in Seleucia Pieria, Eros is depicted in his 

role of love liaison in the floor mosaic of Dionysus discovering Ariadne (fig. 5). The mosaic is 

the central panel of the triclinium floor. The mosaic’s artist, or artists, created the image of a wall 

within the mosaic. The wall is decorated with three panels separated by two columns; within the 

central panel is Dionysus discovering Ariadne; within the outer left panel is a standing maenad 

holding a cup; and within the outer right panel is a standing satyr.85 An arrangement of two 

griffins, two eagles, and three vessels decorate the top of the wall. Eros’s role is that of the key 

signifier – an aid to the viewer. Situated between the two figures of the standing Dionysus and 

reclining Ariadne, the winged and young Eros is represented gesturing with his arms to Ariadne 

(fig. 5). Eros’s pose designates the action of the scene. Of the group, the figure of Eros is the 

most animated, attracting the viewer’s eye and calling attention to the moment when Dionysus 

falls in love with Ariadne.  

 During the second-century, the trend in Antiochene mosaics with Eros was to have the 

love god represented in the illustration of a classical legend. In the third century, new mosaic 

subjects with Eros were introduced into the repertoire. There was a continued interest in 

representing popular literature, but instead of classical myths, the new mosaics illustrate 

                                                
85 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, Vol. I, 143. 
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characters from Apuleius’ The Golden Ass, a work written in the second century. Three mosaics 

have figures of Cupid and Psyche (fig. 8). Two are illustrations of Psyche and sleeping Eros, an 

event taken from The Golden Ass, while the third is a creative composition with Eros riding in a 

boat drawn by two Psyches. Also dating to the third century is the Fishing Eros mosaic, a 

composition showing the god fishing while seated on a throne-like chair. The Fishing Eros 

mosaic demonstrates a move towards inventive mosaic motifs that do not adhere to specific 

myths. 

 The multiples of Eros, Erotes, become more frequent in Antiochene mosaics in the third 

century and into the fourth century. There are eight existing mosaics dating from the third 

century to early fourth century from Antioch with winged Erotes. Figure 9, a mosaic that was 

originally part of a fountain from the House of the Boat of Psyches, dates to the third century. 

Each of the five niches of the fountain contains a depiction of a naked Eros sitting or reclining on 

the back of a dolphin (fig. 9). Four of the Erotes are shown holding fishing poles; one holds a lit 

torch. Around the dolphins and Erotes are depictions of fish. The mosaic decorated the courtyard 

nymphaeum and was visible from the triclinium. Six third-century mosaics with Erotes depict 

marine subjects where Erotes are riding dolphins, fishing, and boating (figs. 9–13). Three of 

these marine motifs have Erotes accompanying the images of Tethys and/or Okeanos – the Titan 

gods of fresh waters and rivers and the sea. Three of the mosaics with marine Erotes were 

originally located in courtyards visible or facing the triclinia throughout public areas of the 

domestic residences. 

 Only one Antiochene mosaic with Erotes is securely dated to the fourth century. The 

floor mosaic from Room 1 in the Constantinian Villa, Daphne, is the largest of the mosaic floors 

with Erotes (fig. 14).86 The function of the room is still unclear, though it is referred to by 

modern scholars as a triclinium or tablinum, a hall displaying elements of family history.87 A 

                                                
86 The square and rectangle portions of the floor were removed and divided between different 
museums. The square portion is in the Louvre, Paris (Ma 3444), and the rectangle is in the 
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence (40.195). 
87 Lavin, “The Hunting Mosaics of Antioch and Their Sources,” 190; Richard Stillwell, “Houses 
of Antioch,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 15 (1961): 53; Simon P. Ellis, “Late Antique Houses in 
Asia Minor” in Patrons and Pavements in Late Antiquity (Halicarnassian Studies 2.), eds. Signe 
Isager and Birte Poulsen (Odense: Odense University Press, 1997), 39. 
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coin found in the mortar bed gives us a terminus ante quem for the mosaic of circa 325. The 

mosaic from the main room of the Constantinian Villa is divided into two sections: the square in 

the east and the rectangle to the west. In the middle of the square are the remains of an octagonal 

pool. Around the pool are four trapezoidal panels with hunting scenes. Separating the hunt 

scenes are figures of the four seasons–Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter.88 The border of the 

square features a meander key motif broken by scenes of pastoral life and six busts of 

personifications.89 The identifiable personifications are labeled Ktisis  (Foundation), Euandria 

(Manliness), and Dynamis (Strength or Creative Power).90 The western portion of the floor has 

seven panels with Dionysiac figures including Dionysus, Silenus, Herakles, a satyr, and a 

maenad. 

 Erotes are located in the row of panels on the west side of the square adjacent to the 

rectangular portion of the mosaic floor. The scenes with Erotes are only located on one side of 

the mosaic and are the only panels facing away from the pool.  The three panels feature scenes of 

Erotes participating in various outdoor activities, including a group of four winged Erotes in a 

dance scene, four Erotes reclining in an outdoor symposium, and an outdoor scene with two 

Erotes: one Eros pulls flowers from the branches and puts them into a basket while the other 

weaves the flowers together (fig. 15). 

 Two mosaics in Antioch with Erotes date to the fifth century. The first is a partially 

destroyed mosaic from the House of the Green Carpet in Daphne, dated to the early fifth century 

(fig. 16). Levi speculates that the mosaic is from a bedchamber.91 The surviving portion of the 

mosaic depicts a seated Aphrodite and her lover, possibly Adonis, with attendant Erotes. The 

second mosaic faces the remains of a pool located in the House of the Sea-Goddess dated to 475.  

                                                
88 Winged Seasons appear to be a favorite in Antioch, for example those in the House of the 
Calendar and in the House of the Drinking Contest, third century. See Levi, Antioch Mosaic 

Pavements, 233. 
89 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 248. 
90 The personifications of the abstract ideas are identified by Levi. According to the author, the 
personifications are virtues praised by the Stoic School. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 248–
255. 
91 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 315–316. 
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The mosaic roundel contains a depiction of an unidentified sea-goddess next to a winged Eros 

riding a dolphin.  

 The continuation of Erotes imagery into the fifth century, a time when Christianity was a 

dominant religion in Antioch, should not come as a shock.92 As we have seen, the study of 

classical texts and mythology were a part of higher education in Late-Antique Roman society. 

Erotes were not always viewed as signs of pagan religious belief, but rather, as mythological–

representations of classical principles and Greek paideia, the ideal of education in Greek culture. 

 As we have seen, the evolution of mosaic scenes with Eros and Erotes parallel the 

development of Eros and Erotes in classical literature – from the singular deity to the god Eros 

existing in tandem with the many Erotes. This trend also occurs in mosaics in the provinces of 

the Roman Empire from the second to the sixth century. The uniqueness of the Antioch mosaics 

is underscored by differences between the mosaics of Rome and North Africa. The most popular 

subjects with Eros and Erotes in Antioch are aquatic, yet in the provinces of Rome and North 

Africa, mosaic motifs with Eros and Erotes vary and include subjects not common in Antioch. 

For example, mosaics in North Africa from the second to the fifth century have a high number of 

Triumphal scenes: Triumph of Dionysus, Triumph of Neptune, and Triumph of Aphrodite 

(Venus).93 

                                                
92 In 380 Theodosius established Christianity as the official state religion making Roman 
citizenship dependant on being a Christian. Even during the fourth century, Christian beliefs 
were so strong that, according to a contemporary historian, Ammianus Marcellinus, when the 
Emperor Julian attempted to revive worship of the gods in Antioch, Antiochenes mocked him. 
“For he was ridiculed as an ape; as a dwarf spreading his narrow shoulders and displaying a 
billygoat’s beard . . . .” Ammianus Marcellinus, History 22.14.3. From Readings in Late 

Antiquity, ed. Michael Maas, 187–188. Haddad, Aspects of Social Life in Antioch, 140. 
(Ammianus xxii. 9. 14). Instead of punishing the Antiochenes for mocking him, Julian wrote a 
satire about them entitled Misopogon. 
93 For more on the mosaics from Roman North Africa see Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman 

North Africa. Such mosaics include: Triumph of Dionysus and Busts of Seasons from the Baths 
of Trajan, Acholla, Tunisia (c. 115–120); Triumph of Venus from the Maison d’Amphitrite, 
Bulla Regia, Tunisia (third century); Triumph of Neptune, Constantine, Algeria (fourth century); 
Mosaic of the Triumph of Marine Venus from the Maison de l’Âne, Room XI, Djemila, Algeria 
(late fourth – early fifth century); and Triumph of Venus from the Maison de la Cachette de 
Statues, Carthage, Tunisia (end of fourth or early fifth century). 
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 Also popular in North Africa were scenes of Aphrodite with Eros or Erotes in attendance. 

Within a domestic setting, objects and mosaics depicting both Aphrodite and Erotes may suggest 

the guarantee of happiness, fertility, and prosperity of the household, specifically for female 

members.94 Numerous wall paintings and mosaics throughout the Roman Empire emphasize 

Aphrodite as a popular deity.95 In Antioch, however, there are only two mosaics depicting 

Aphrodite with Eros and only one mosaic with multiple Erotes attending Aphrodite. These 

mosaics from Antioch are The Judgment of Paris from the Atrium House, Adonis’ Farewell to 

Aphrodite from the House of the Red Pavement, and the mosaic with Aphrodite and her Lover 

from the House of the Green Carpet (fig. 16). Instead, Erotes and Eros are represented in some 

unusual compositions dealing with themes that, as Kondoleon suggests, “indicate a rather 

creative imagination around the sphere of Aphrodite.”96 Classifying these motifs as “creative” 

identifies them as unique with no comparable sources in literature or art. The creative 

compositions include the Peddler of Erotes from the House of the Peddler of Erotes and the Boat 

of Psyches from the House of the Boat of Psyches in Daphne.97 

 Equally remarkable is the lack of vintaging among the activities in which representations 

of Antiochene Erotes partake. Mosaics depicting vines, grapes, and wine celebrate the harvest 

and the god Dionysus. Typical vintaging scenes show Erotes within intertwined vines, plucking 

grapes, carrying baskets and intermingling with Dionysiac figures.98 Scenes of the vintage are 

most common in oecus, reception rooms, and triclinia, where drinking and feasting would take 

                                                
94 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 202. 
95 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 65. 
96 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 65. 
97 The Boat of Psyches mosaic is now in the Hatay Archeaological Museum, Antakya, 846. 
98 For example, Vintaging scenes, Santa Costanza, Rome, fourth century; Vintaging Erotes, 
Piazza Armermenia, Italy, c. 320; Vintaging Erotes from Dougga Tunisia, fourth century; 
Mosaic of the Zodiac, Haîdra, Tunisia, third or fourth century; Vine Rinceaux with Erotes 
Vintaging, Maison de la Ane, Djemila, Algeria, fourth or fifth century. Dunbabin The Mosaics of 

Roman North Africa, 102, 117, 158, 170, 184, 256 and 261. Figures 75–76, 155, 184–186. For 
more examples see Kondoleon’s book Domestic and Divine: Roman Mosaics in the House of 

Dionysus. Kondoleon does an excellent job of tracing the origins and influences of the vine 
carpet mosaic in the triclinium of the House of Dionysos at Paphos, Cyprus. Kondoleon’s work 
is primarily a stylistic analysis specific to the style of grape vines and trees. 
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place. A large number of mosaics with vines are from North Africa.99 North African mosaics 

with vintaging scenes date from the mid-second century to the beginning of the fifth.100 These 

extant mosaics consistently portray an unrealistic environment where the vines curl up from 

large bowls, or kantharoi, while Erotes flit about between the intertwining tendrils.101 

 I suggest the absence of such scenes does not demonstrate that Antiochene patrons 

disliked Dionysiac imagery.102 Although no extant mosaic in Antioch depicts vintaging Erotes, 

mosaics do feature Dionysus and his retinue. Wine was part of Antioch’s economy. The fourth-

century historian Libanius tells how wine produced in the territory of Antioch was sold in 

neighboring areas.103 “Nothing is absent whose presence it to be desired; but if you speak of 

Dionysus, his festival is often celebrated here, or if you mention Athene, the earth is blooming 

with her trees. Therefore, much wine goes hence to our neighbors, and even more oil is carried in 

freight-ships all over the world.”104 Export of olive oil from Antioch occurred on a large scale 

and was a growth industry in the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries.105 Kondoleon has noted the 

shortage of eastern vine-carpet mosaics but also notes examples from Melos in the Cyclades; 

one, found in Tarsus; and another from the House of the Boat of Psyches in Antioch, depicting 

King Lycurgus entangled in vines.106 However, all three of these mosaics lack Erotes figures.107  

                                                
99 Vine schemes appeared in mosaics after their introduction into metal and ceramic works of the 
early empire. Origins of the vine-carpet tradition in mosaics are found in the earliest of the North 
African group (Lambaesis) dated to the third quarter of the second century. Kondoleon, “The 
Triclinium: Dining in an Arbor,” 231–269. 
100 Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa, 117. Dunbabin lists the major vine-
pavements of Africa in note 28. 
101 Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa, 117. 
102 For example, Mosaic of the Drinking Contest of Herakles and Dionysus, Atrium House, 
Antioch (early second century), now in the Worcester Art Museum, 1933.36. 
103 Syrian wine was exported to such places as Cappadocia. J. H. W. G. Liebeschuetz, Antioch: 

City and Imperial Administration in the Later Roman Empire (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 
79.  
104 Libanius, Oration XI. 20. Trans. Downey, “Libanius’ Oration,” 657. Another translation is in 
Casana, “The Archaeological Landscape of Late Roman Antioch,” 114. 
105 Olive trees were planted in the hill region east of Antioch. Liebeschuetz, Antioch: City and 

Imperial Administration, 79. 
106 Personifications are among the most common mosaic subjects. Kondoleon, “The Triclinium: 
Dining in an Arbor,” 244–247.  
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 There are clear differences in the subjects and styles of the mosaics of Antioch compared 

to those from other Roman cities. Although Antiochenes may have adopted many Roman 

customs, in their mosaic subjects and styles they continued to exhibit their own uniqueness. This 

is remarkable because this convention among Antiochenes contradicts the current trend 

elsewhere in the Empire where citizens sought to display their Romanitas, what it means to be 

Roman, through art and architecture.108  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
107 The closest comparison to mosaics depicting vintaging Erotes in the Syrian province is 
actually from Daphne. Located on the eastern edge of the square portion of the mosaic floor from 
the Constantinian Villa, the badly damaged section has representations of wingless youths in a 
vine-like border. 
108 Jas Elsner, Imperial Rome and Christian Triumph (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 
118. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

EROS AND EROTES IN THE PUBLIC SPACES OF ANTIOCHENE RESIDENCES 
 

 By using the example of Antioch mosaics, we see that subjects with Eros and Erotes were 

popular among Antiochenes for three centuries. These subjects, however, are only some of the 

many mosaics dominating public spaces within Antioch homes. Mosaic themes vary and very 

few are identical.109 There is also a large representation of realistically-portrayed subject 

matter.110 In the city of Antioch and within the domestic residences of its elite citizens, there was 

a strong desire to integrate art and reality.  

 A stunning example of this integration can be found in an early third-century mosaic 

from the house of the Buffet Supper at Daphne, which originally covered the floor of a stibadium 

(fig. 17).111 Within the vegetal and geometric border of the apse, where the guests would have 

sat, is a realistic depiction of the typical food served during a fine banquet. The image is of a 

complete meal laid out on a sigma-shaped table with dishes of eggs, fish, ham, fowl, and cake 

spaced between drinking vessels, loaves of bread, and garlands.112 The sigma table encloses a 

depiction of Ganymede giving a drink to a large golden eagle. The eagle is actually the god Zeus, 

who according to the myth captures the youth Ganymede to be his personal cupbearer and lover. 

The myth is an appropriate subject for a room where a wine service would be held. I suggest that 

the Ganymede scene demonstrates how the mosaic patron draws the mythological world into the 

reality of his own life. While the image of food alludes to the function of the room, it also acts as 

a bridge between the actual existing service and mythological service signified by the image of 

                                                
109 According to Kondoleon, the very few identical mosaics in Antioch suggest a training process 
involving improvisation on the standard themes. Kondoleon, “Mosaics of Antioch,” in Antioch: 

The Lost Ancient City, 65. 
110 As previously stated this is a continuation of the Hellenistic tradition – mosaics with multiple 
colors and shading. 
111 The mosaic is now in the Archaeological Museum, Antakya, Inv. 937. 
112 The meal is laid-out in the order of dinner service. The first course consisted of boiled eggs, 
cold pickled pigs’ feet, and artichokes. The second course was a whole, poached fish served with 
round rolls of bread. The third course was a leg of ham. A bowl of fruit was characteristic at the 
end of a traditional Roman meal. Guests would have worn the floral wreaths represented around 
the table in the mosaic. Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 311; and Takács, 
“Tablewares of the Ancient Romans,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 182. 
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Ganymede serving Zeus. Such surviving examples illustrate how the visual imagery of Antioch 

mosaics incorporated not only the function of the room but also those members of contemporary 

society working, entertaining and visiting the residence. How did the mosaic subjects with Eros 

and Erotes participate in this reality? 

 

 

5.1` Art and Reality 

 

 As we have seen, the most popular use of Erotes imagery in third-century Antioch was in 

marine scenes located in the courtyards of domestic residences. In the plan of many Roman 

houses, and many of those found in Antioch, these rooms are designed and organized specifically 

for the requirements of dining; yet the open doorways, providing a view onto the courtyard with 

its fountains, confirm that the courtyard area also functioned in a communal manner similar to 

those rooms used for entertaining guests.113 In Oration XI, Libanius mentions the many fountains 

within Antiochene residences.114 In the House of Menander, House of the Drinking Contest, and 

the House of the Boat of Psyches, the courtyards feature fishing Erotes mosaics. The marine and 

fishing Erotes are appropriate motifs for a courtyard with nymphaeum. The mosaic from the 

House of the Boat of Psyches is even incorporated into the fountain, providing a spectacular 

illusion with the colorful images of the Erotes and dolphins actually under the water (fig. 9).115 

The effect would have been even more stunning if live fish were kept in the fountain. Aquatic 

Erotes are most commonly connected to the mythical birth of Aphrodite and Eros, figures born 

from the sea.116 Images with depictions of dolphins and Erotes also symbolize the love between 

friends, as dolphins were associated with friendship.117  

                                                
113 Dunbabin, “Triclinium and Stibadium,” 129. 
114 “One can judge the wealth of our waters by the number of houses, since there are as many 
fountains as there are houses, or rather there are many fountains in each house, and indeed the 
majority of shops are also adorned in this way.” Libanius, Oration XI. 246, trans. Downey, 
“Libanius’ Oration,” 679. 
115 Kondoleon, “Mosaics of Antioch,” 71–74. 
116 Hesiod, Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns and Homerica, trans. Hugh G. Evelyn-White 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 95. “Her gods and men call Aphrodite, the 
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 Another aquatic link to Erotes is the relationship described by Philostratus: that Erotes 

were the children of nymphs. Connecting the Erotes to the nymphs, Philostratus’s Imagines and 

Claudius’s Epithalamion of Honorius and Maria provide strong evidence explaining the 

representation of aquatic Erotes in and near Antioch. Libanius refers to the springs in Daphne as 

“the chief of the beauties . . .. These are the palaces of some Nymphs, and it is their gift that the 

waters are of the purest and clearest.”118 The nearby suburb of Daphne and the port of Seleucia 

Pieria were known for their natural springs. Underground caverns and reservoirs containing 

water collected during the rainy seasons allowed water to flow all year, even during the hot 

summers.119 

 Representations of Erotes may also allude to the personal desires of the mosaic patrons in 

Antioch. The role of aquatic Erotes in mosaics lay with their involvement with marine animals 

and fish. During the Late Antique period, fish were a luxury commodity.120 Citizens of Antioch 

benefited from the abundant supply of fish provided by the Mediterranean, the Orontes, and the 

Lake of Antioch located in the Amuk plain, north of the city.121 Furthermore, the images of fish 

created a visual exchange by reflecting the food served at rich Antiochene banquets. A variety of 

fish and shellfish was a major part of the diet of the wealthy.122 As such, the representation of 

fish and fishing suggested to guests the status and wealth of the homeowner.123  

 Fish and water were considered gifts from the earth. Water was very much an important 

part of the identity of Antioch. Water from the river and canals irrigated the plain and were major 

                                                                                                                                                       
foam born goddess . . . And with her went Eros, and comely Desire followed he at her birth . . . .” 
Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 178. 
117 Percy Preston, A Dictionary of Pictorial Subjects from Classical Literature: A Guide to their 

Identification in Works of Art (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1983), 92. Along with 
Erotes, dolphins are an attribute of the goddess Aphrodite and were often involved in rescuing or 
aiding classical heroes. This activity prompted their close association with loyalty and friendship. 
118 Libanius, Oration XI. 240, trans. Downey, Libanius’ Oration,” 678. 
119 Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 8–9. 
120 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 153. 
121 Downey, Antioch in the Age of Theodosius the Great, 11–12. 
122 “Tyche, who has distributed fitting things to each man, has given to the wealthy the products 
of the sea . . . .” Libanius, Oration XI. 259, trans Downey, “Libanius’ Orations,” 680. See also 
Glanville Downey, A History of Antioch, 23. 
123 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 153. 
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sources of transportation for agricultural products to and from Antioch.124 According to 

Libanius: 

 

The profit to the city from the river and the lake is not simply so much as to adorn its table, 

but they bring to the city as many things as the earth gives, making the movement of them 

easy and not restricting the carrying of the crops so that it is limited to beasts of burden. They 

divide the country between them, and the one, which flows through the parts which have not 

the lake as an ally, and the other, which extends before those parts which the river does not 

assist, between them, with the sailors of the lake and those of the river, empty the fields into 

the city.125 

 

Marine scenes participate in a celebration of the Mediterranean, the Orontes River, and 

Antioch’s natural pools and springs.126 The importance of the river is evident in the 

personifications of the city. On an imperial coin from the rule of Augustus (r. 27 BCE–14 CE) a 

figure representing the Orontes River swims beneath the Tyche of Antioch (fig. 18). Similarly, 

the motif of marine Erotes may celebrate the gifts from Antioch’s many water sources. 

 Whether with marine Erotes or Eros as love liaison, it is possible further to interpret the 

ways in which mosaics of Eros or Erotes enhanced or were themselves enhanced during dining 

and drinking rituals through analogy between Erotes and the dining room slaves. In the Roman 

Empire slaves were part of dining rituals, attending to the guests of the patron. According to John 

H. D’Arms, dining room slaves were “the human props essential to the support of upper-class 

                                                
124 Jesse Casana, “The Archaeological Landscape of Late Roman Antioch,” in Culture and 

Society in Later Roman Antioch, 110. 
125 Libanius Oration XI, 260, trans. Downey, “Libanius’ Oration,” 680. Another translation is in 
Casana, “The Archaeological Landscape of Late Roman Antioch,” 110. Libanius also refers to 
aspects of the city using sources of water as similes. For example, line 172 of Oration XI reads, 
“Just as in the case with rivers . . . so here [the market] the density of people walking about 
allows no bare spot to appear . . . .” and line 178, referring to the gathering of troops, reads, “For 
there flowed to it [Antioch], like rivers to the sea, all the soldiers, . . . so that the ground was 
covered with men . . . .” Line 210, “The stoas have the appearance of rivers which flow for the 
greatest distance through the city, while the side streets seem like canals drawn from them.” 
Downey, “Libanius’ Oration,“ 671 and 673. 
126 Fikret Yegül, “Baths and Bathing in Roman Antioch,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 152. 
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Roman convivial comforts.”127 It was customary for wealthy Roman citizens to own young male 

slaves. Slavery pervaded Late Antique society.128 Basil the Great sanctions servitude, stating, 

“Sometimes, by a wise and inscrutable providence, worthless children are commanded by their 

father to serve their more intelligent brothers and sisters. . . .It is better for a man who lacks 

intelligence and self-control to become another’s possession.”129 The slaves belonging to large 

households owned by Roman landowners numbered in the dozens – sometimes even 

hundreds.130 The three categories of Ministri or Ministratores, Roman service slaves specific to 

the triclinium, were the supervisors, the food servers, and the wine staff.131 During a dining 

event, the number of slaves could even surpass the number of diners.132 

 In triclinia the focus was on the wine service, and the greatest importance was placed on 

the appearance of the wine waiter. Those who held this position were expected to be smooth 

shaven, longhaired, and sexually attractive.133 Youths served the heads of house as cupbearers, 

pouring drinks during dinner.134 One such youth was described by the second-century poet 

Juvenal as “the flower of Asia, a boy bought for more than the entire fortune of the kings of 

Rome, but too expensive and too beautiful to pour wine for a poor man.”135 There was also a 

“corps of ‘pages’” (paedagogium) consisting of “handsome boys who had no other responsibility 

but to serve at table, to grace the hall with their presence and add pomp to the ceremonial 

trappings.”136 The unidentified author of the Scriptores Historiae Augustae: Lucius Verus, 

written in the fourth century, describes the dining ritual performed at a banquet held by Emperor 

                                                
127 John H. D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” in Dining in a Classical Context, 171. 
128 Maas, Readings in Late Antiquity, 65. 
129 Basil of Caesarea, On the Holy Spirit. 20. In Readings in Late Antiquity, 65. 
130 D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” 172. 
131 D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” 172–177. 
132 D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” 177. 
133 D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” 177. 
134 Paul Veyne, “The Roman Empire,” in A History of Private Life I: From Pagan Rome to 

Byzantium, ed. Paul Veyne (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press, 1987), 79. 
135 There are more accounts by moralists and satirists of the first and early second century as to 
what was expected of such boys. D’Arms, “Slaves at Roman Convivium,” 154. 
136 Veyne, “The Roman Empire,” 79. 
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Lucius Verus who, as mentioned, had a palace in Daphne around 160: “Moreover, the handsome 

boys who were serving were presented one each to the guests . . ..”137 

 Visual evidence from a painted panel of a dining scene from the triclinium in Casa del 

Triclinio, Pompeii (mid-first century), may serve as comparandum for the function and context 

of the Antiochene mosaics (fig. 19). The painted panel illustrates the presence of young male 

servants at an indoor banquet. In the bottom left is a small youth washing the feet of one of the 

guests.138 Fourth-century serving vessels also have images of youths and Erotes. Silver Pepper 

Castor dating from 200–230 from the Eastern Mediterranean is in the shape of a sitting youth 

with grapes under his cloak (fig. 20).139 From the Esquiline Treasure, 379–83, there is also a 

silver flask decorated with animals, birds and four vintaging Erotes in rinceaux (fig. 21).140  

 The participation of youths during symposia rituals reminds us of Plato’s Symposium and 

calls to mind the encomia to Eros. Eros and Erotes as never-aging children were images of 

perfect youth. According to Sarah Currie, representations of winged youths and children “were 

part of the same continuum.”141 It may be that there was visual communication between images 

of Erotes and the living, breathing youths. In one of the episodes in Apuleius’ The Golden Ass, 

the character Lucius describes a chorus of boys actually dressed up in miniature wings carrying 

                                                
137 The Scriptores Historiae Augustae is a collection of thirty biographies of the Roman 
Emperors of the second to third centuries CE. For more see Anonymous, Scriptores Historiae 

Augustae Volume I, Historia Augusta (Loeb Classical Library) ed. E. H. Warmington, trans. 
David Magie (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1921). Knudsen uses the translation 
from Birley 1976, 142. Knudsen, “Dining as a Fine Art, 182. For more on the controversy over 
the authors’ identification and the dates, see Lyman W. Gurney and Penelope J. Gurney, “The 
Scriptores Historiae Augustae: History and Controversy,” Literary and Linguistic Computing 13 
(1998): 105–109. 
138 Figure 31 in Dining in a Classical Context. 
139 Kondoleon, Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 189. 
140 Kathleen Shelton, The Esquiline Treasure (London: British Museum Publications, 1981), 82. 
Catalogue number 16: Flask, silver, 34.6 cm H.  
141 Sarah Currie, “The Empire of Adults: The Representation of Children on Trajan’s Arch at 
Beneventum,” in Art and Text in Roman Culture, ed. Jas Elsner (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 155. Currie’s article analyzes the representations of children within the 
visual culture of the Roman Empire, specifically on Trajan’s Arch.  
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arrows. Lucius is so impressed with their costume that he believes the boys could be mistaken 

for “real cupids.”142 

 The illusion created by the integration of reality and art–living youths and images of 

perfect youths on mosaics and serving vessels–was an impressive effect.143 In residences 

throughout the Roman provinces, representations of servants created a dynamic effect between 

art and reality.144  For example in the caldarium, the hot bath, in the baths of the House of 

Menander at Pompeii, there is a depiction of a slave carrying oil flasks. In the House of Bacchus 

at Complutum (Alcala de Hanares), Spain, the corridor leading to the triclinium is a mosaic, 

dating to the early fifth century, with six life-size images of servants holding out drinking 

cups.145 A fourth-century mosaic of a banquet from the stibadium of a house in Ephesos shows 

four figures reclining on a sigma-couch and being attended by a nude boy holding a hand-

washing apparatus (fig. 22).   

Mosaics in Antioch were an active component in the rituals of the elite and their guests. 

The popularity of mosaics in the late second and third centuries with strong three-dimensional 

illusion demonstrates an obsession with merging art and reality. Unlike the images of food or 

servants with vessels, Eros and Erotes are not representations of actual entities existing in the 

real space of the domestic residence. They are portrayed as illusionistic, which suggests a new 

way of interpreting the role of these mosaic motifs. 

In Hellenistic art, the young body became an aesthetic object. According to Sarah Currie, 

Hellenistic art manifested the winged and wingless youths as equals – both symbolizing the 

perfect child, divine, occupying the unchanging domain of art.146 During the imperial period, 

                                                
142 Currie, “The Empire of Adults, 155.  
143 Antioch mosaics especially maintained realistic illusionism in the production of classical 
subjects. Kondoleon, “Mosaics of Antioch,” 63. The idea on the integration of art and reality was 
born from a conversation I had with Dr. Eunice Dauterman Maguire who discussed with me the 
visual connections between the decoration of serving dishes and the servants who held them. Dr. 
Dauterman Maguire has written about the connections between clothing and architectural 
decorations. See Weavings from Roman, Byzantine and Islamic Egypt: The Rich Life and the 

Dance (Urbana-Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005). 
144 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 312. 
145 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 311. 
146 Sarah Currie, “The Empire of Adults,” 154–155. 
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Roman art placed the child at the centre of its public visual culture.147 Beginning with the reign 

of Augustus (r. 63 BCE–19 CE), images of children functioned as symbols of a fruitful 

government – patriotic and sacred.148 Because of this, images of children were incorporated into 

the imagery of the emperor. A relief on the right side of Trajan’s Arch (114–118), in 

Beneventum, Italy, portrays the emperor Trajan, the headless figure on the far left, present at the 

alimenta, the distribution of corn to Roman citizens (fig. 23). Included in the scene are five 

children receiving imperial benefaction.149 Such imperial imagery with children symbolizes 

productivity, prosperity and the continuation of the Empire. 

Upper-class citizens often followed the lead of the Emperor. A comparison of Roman 

Imperial portraiture with portraits of private benefactors or officials in the eastern Mediterranean 

from the early empire (first and second century) shows such strong similarities that the two types 

are almost indistinguishable.150 Such evidence suggests that private citizens were copying the 

type of imagery of the rulers in order to associate themselves with imperial status and affiliation. 

This tradition continued into the Late Antique period with citizens using images of Eros and 

Erotes, figures associated with traditions of the empire, within their own domestic residences. As 

recent research has noted, mosaic scenes asserted the wealth and position of the patrons.151 The 

re-occurrence of certain scenes in public areas, such as the example of Erotes in Antioch, 

represents what Dunbabin refers to as “an unmistakable sign that the patrons were requesting 

mosaics that would promote their self-presentation and enhance their status.”152  

The Antioch mosaics with Erotes were used to express status and wealth within the 

setting of the patron’s own home. The elite citizen was interested in the prosperity of his land 

                                                
147 Images on imperial coinage, too, use children, as stated by Currie, as “the tangible currency of 
the emperor’s power.” Currie, “The Empire of Adults,” 154.  
148 An example is a bronze coin from the reign of Tiberius (14–37 CE) with an image of the 
emperor’s twin grandsons poking their heads out of cornucopiae. Currie, “The Empire of 
Adults,” 154–156. 
149 Currie, “The Empire of Adults,” 154–156.  
150 For example, the Statue of Ti. Julius Celsus Polemaenus from the Library of Celsus at Epesos 
versus Statue of Hadrian from Odeion at Troy. Charles Brian Rose, “The Imperial Image in the 
Eastern Mediterranean,” in The Early Roman Empire in the East, ed. Susan Alcock (Oxford: 
Oxbow Books, 1997), 113–115. See pages 114–115 for comparative images: Figures 3 and 4. 
151 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 321. 
152 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 321. 
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and affirming his success. Scenes “advertising the owner’s status” are placed specifically where 

guests would see them within the main reception room.153 The Erotes panels from the 

Constantinian Villa mosaic best demonstrate this. In this elaborate mosaic, the Erotes are 

associated with scenes of pastoral life, hunting, the Seasons, and Dionysiac imagery–all alluding 

to an ideal life, bounty, and fertility (figs. 14–15).154 

 

 

5.2 The Constantinian Villa – A Case Study 

 

 The fourth-century floor mosaic from Room 1 in the Constantinian Villa, Daphne, has 

three panels with scenes of Erotes (figs. 14–15). The Erotes panels are often ignored by scholars 

who focus on the hunting scenes or the panels of personifications within the large mosaic.155 The 

Erotes panels, located on the western side of the square next to the rectangular portion of the 

mosaic floor, are the only panels that border the square but do not face the octagonal pool at the 

center. This suggests that this row of panels functioned in a particular way both within the 

context of the mosaic as a whole and in relation to the function of the room. The panels in the 

Constantinian Villa mosaic demonstrate how images of Erotes were used in the domestic 

                                                
153 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 310. 
154 Dionysus is linked to the fertility cycle of the earth. Sarolta A. Takás, “Pagan Cults at 
Antioch,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient City, 199. 
155 Doro Levi’s book Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 1947, describes the mosaic in detail and 
interprets the individual panels of the mosaic floor. Levi’s study separates the panels into 
individual mythological motifs providing comparable sources from the traditions of classical 
Greek and Roman art. The sections are “The Seasons,” “Hunting Scenes,” “The Medallions with 
Figures of the Bacchic Thiasos,” “The Border Panels,” and “The Personifications of Abstract 
Ideas.” Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 226–257. In 1961, the Constantinian Villa was studied 
by Richard Stillwell. Richard Stillwell, “Houses of Antioch,” 45, 47–57. Stillwell examines the 
development of Antioch house plans. Other analyses include Irving Lavin’s stylistic analysis of 
floor treatments and Wulf Raeck’s 1994 and 1997 discussions of the hunting scene with 
Meleager and Atalanta, focusing on the hunt scenes adjacent to the octagonal pool. Lavin, 
“Antioch Hunting Mosaics and Their Sources,” 179–286. Wulf Raeck, Modernisierte Mythen: 

Zum Umgang der Spätantike mit Klassischen Bildthemen (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1992) and 
“Mythos und Selbstdarstellung in der spätantiken Kunst: Das Beispiel der Meleagersage,” in 
Patron and Pavements in Late Antiquity, 330–37. 
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residences to convey the contribution of such estates to Antioch’s wealth. Similar to the 

representations of children on imperial imagery, who symbolize the continued prosperity of the 

Roman Empire, mosaic-Erotes, as eternal youths, symbolize the eternal prosperity of the patron. 

This is revealed through the activities of the Erotes and the physical position of the panels. The 

Erotes panels are located in-between the eastern portion of the mosaic, featuring scenes of the 

daily activities that take place throughout the patron’s land, and the western portion of the 

mosaic, featuring mythological figures.156  

 Many mosaics convey the wealth of the patron through his position as landowner. In 

large part elite citizens owed their success to the land.157 The mosaic in the Constantinian Villa 

celebrates the wealth of the land by depicting the Seasons, which convey the attributes of the 

land’s bounty at specific times of the year. The panels with scenes of tranquil pastoral life and of 

hunts with wild animals–bears, lions and leopards–also suggest the ideal attributes of the land. In 

particular, hunting not only refers to the activities enjoyed by both imperial rulers and the 

wealthy, but the hunting of fierce animals also calls to mind the games that took place in 

Antioch’s kynegion, a place where professional hunters battled wild animals.158 These staged 

hunts were expensive to attend and particularly popular in the fourth century after gladiatorial 

battles-to-the-death were outlawed by Constantine in 325.159 

 While there is certainty regarding the subject matter of the mosaic, there is some 

confusion in the scholarship regarding the layout of Room 1 specifically where the entrance was 

originally located. Two sources in particular make errors when referring to the arrangement of 

the mosaic panels and room organization. First, although Levi has numerous illustrations and 

details of the mosaic from almost every angle, he confuses the cardinal directions in his 

                                                
156 Although it is understood that the wealth of Antiochenes came from the estates, Liebeschuetz 
has found no evidence about the economics of farming. J. H. W. G. Liebeschuetz, Antioch: City 

and Imperial Administration in the Later Roman Empire (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 48–
49.  
157 Liebeschuetz, Antioch: City and Imperial Administration, 48.  
158 Florent Heintz, “Antioch: City and Imperial Administration,” in Antioch: The Lost Ancient 

City, 155, 159 and 160. The fights may have been held in the converted amphitheater, an ellipse-
shaped structure located near the southern end of the colonnaded street. Julius Caesar built the 
amphitheater during his stay in Antioch in 47–46 BCE. 
159 Heintz, “Antioch: City and Imperial Administration,” 155. 
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description. For example, he states that Spring is located in the northwest corner of the square, 

but it is evident from the illustration of the mosaic that Spring is in the southeast corner. 160 Levi 

further confuses the reader by stating that the entrance to the room is in the corner so that the 

panel of Spring is to its left. Furthermore, he asserts that the seasons are arranged counter-

clockwise, when they actually are clockwise. In his essay discussing hunt scenes of Meleager 

and Atalanta, Wulf Raeck uses an image showing an incorrect layout of the Constantinian Villa 

mosaic.161 Figure 3 in Raeck’s essay is an overhead view of the square portion of the mosaic. 

The border, though, is arranged differently in Raeck’s illustration from the way it was originally 

found. Instead of facing inward toward the octagonal pool at the center of the room, the 

rectangular images of pastoral life located along outer sides of the square at the top, the bottom, 

and along the left face outward towards the walls. Whether the fault may actually be that of 

whoever reconstructed the mosaic–or the creator of the photograph–the reason for the error is 

unknown. These incorrect references affect any accurate analysis of the whole mosaic floor and 

inhibit the interpretation of meaningful associations and function of the mosaic’s original layout.  

 Issues with the mosaic’s organization draw attention to the function of mosaic panels and 

ask us to consider the reasons for the specific arrangement of the scenes within the room. A 

recent study of the mosaic program suggests that the logical entrance to the room is the area in 

front of the rectangular section of the mosaic with Dionysiac imagery.162 The large size and 

iconography of the mosaic demonstrate that the viewer was meant to experience the mosaic 

panel by panel, with the entire program alluding to the wealth and prosperity of the patron’s land. 

Furthermore, the arrangement places greater emphasis on the role of the Erotes who now, if we 

follow the most recent scholarship, face the viewer standing at the entrance of the room. They 

are the first images the viewer sees after crossing the Dionysus rectangle at the threshold of the 

room. 

                                                
160 Levi states, “Spring is placed in the northwest corner of the floor, that is on the left of the side 
facing the rectangular section of the floor, in the center of which, consequently, must have been 
the entrance to the large room.” Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 230. 
161 Mythos und Selbstdarstellung in der spätantiken Kunst: Das Beispiel der Meleagersage,” 30–
37. 
162 Kevin Britton, “The Mosaic Program of the ‘Constantinian Villa’ at Daphne,” for New Media 
Center, UVA, 1997, kbritton.com/3d.htm. 
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 As the viewer enters Room 1, he must first cross over the Dionysiac images in the 

rectangular panel (fig. 14). The Dionysiac imagery at the entrance to the room alludes to 

Dionysus’s role as re-newer of nature and to the celebration of the harvest.163 After crossing over 

the rectangle of Dionysiac motifs, the viewer positions himself in front of the large square 

portion of the mosaic. Before stepping onto the square portion, the viewer faces the three panels 

with images of Erotes. These scenes further allude to fertility and prosperity.164  

 The representations of Erotes dancing to the music played by the syrinx pipes allude to 

harmony.  Classical tradition associates music with harmony. In Plato’s Symposium, the 

physician Eryximachus states, “harmony could come into being, with the aid of the art of 

music.”165 Therefore, the panel with the weaving Eros also suggests harmony, weaving life into a 

melody. This panel addresses the harmony existing throughout the patron’s land and in his home. 

The row of Erotes encourages the viewer up to read the remaining the panels as expressions of 

harmony and balance. For example, the Seasons panels’ placements, one in each corner of the 

square, evoke balance. They have come together “hot and cold, dry and moist . . .in right minded 

harmony bringing fertility to man and beast.”166 These ideas about harmony were a continuation 

of classical ideals and express beliefs kept alive by the citizens of Antioch and the mosaic’s 

patron. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
163 Dionysus’ role as the renewer of nature and god of fertility is suggested by his headdress, 
which Levi identifies as a phallic symbol. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 246. 
164 Levi suggests that the poses of the three Erotes in the far left panel mimic those of the three 
muses. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 249. 
165 Plato, Symposium, trans. Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 53. 
166 Mitchell, The Hymn to Eros, 60. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

THE TRADITION OF MYTH 
 

 The use of Eros and Erotes images in mosaics follows Antiochene tradition where 

mythological figures and allegorical subjects are more popular mosaic subjects than are scenes of 

contemporary life. In this way, there is an emphasis on mythology within the domestic residence, 

perhaps as a way of comparing or placing the lives of the residents with, or within, the lives of 

myths. 

 The fifth-century mosaic panel with the partially-destroyed scene of Aphrodite and her 

lover from the House of the Green Carpet is unique among the Antioch Erotes-mosaics. Not only 

is it one of a very few extant mosaic scenes depicting Aphrodite, but also instead of being 

located in a dining room or nymphaeum, the mosaic was, according to Levi, originally part of a 

bedchamber floor (fig. 17). This mosaic further exemplifies how mosaic motifs link art and 

reality in Antiochene residences.  

 Much like the imagery of triclinia mosaics, this particular mosaic imagery is appropriate 

for the function of the room. Frequently bedroom decoration included mythological scenes of the 

loves of the gods or of satyrs and nymphs.167 The Aphrodite scene shows the two lovers sitting 

under a canopy and attended by Erotes. Images of Aphrodite and Erotes within the bedchambers 

of Roman elite were enhanced by marriage celebrations. During a special ceremony, held on the 

way to the bedchamber, a guest of the wedding party would recite epithalamia, which could 

include descriptions of the godly lovers and Erotes. These were occasions where artistic images, 

literature, and reality worked in tandem to enliven a ritual event. 

 Erotes were not only the consorts of Aphrodite, but they also attended to her in much the 

same way maidservants would attend a Roman lady. An image such as the one from Antioch, of 

Aphrodite attended by Erotes, is comparable to a mosaic from the private baths of the villa at 

Sidi Ghrib, south of Carthage, dated to the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century.168 

The scene is of a lady seated at her toilette. Adorned with elegant robes, she attaches an earring 

                                                
167 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 310. 
168 Dunbabin, Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World, 322. 
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to her ear. Like Erotes, who often hold the attributes of Aphrodite, the maidservants hold the 

equipment for the Lady, most notably a mirror and a tray of jewels–attributes of the goddess of 

love.  

 Perhaps a better-known visual juxtaposition of Venus at her toilette and a Roman lady is 

the image on the Projecta casket, part of a group of objects dating to the fourth century known as 

the Esquiline Treasure, now in the British Museum, London (fig. 24).169 The silver casket was 

part of a toilette service belonging to a Roman aristocrat named Projecta. Her name is inscribed 

on the horizontal rim of the casket lid.170 Decorating one side of the silver casket are two scenes, 

each filling a trapezoidal panel, one on the lid and one on the bottom. The scene on the lid 

depicts a nude Venus at her toilette, sitting in a large cockleshell. Her upper body is frontal, 

while her legs are crossed and turned to the left. The goddess raises her right arm to fix her hair 

with a pin. Her head is turned three-quarters to the right to face a mirror, which is held by one of 

two centaur-tritons. The other centaur-triton is on the left side of Venus supporting the 

cockleshell. Standing on the hindquarters of each of the flanking centaur-tritons’ is a depiction of 

a winged Eros. The two Erotes are illustrated with scarves billowing out behind them as they 

offer gifts: a casket and a basket of fruit. In the panel on the bottom of the casket is a scene with 

Projecta at her toilette. The figure of Projecta sits directly underneath the panel with Venus and 

is in the same pose at Venus, sitting and fixing her hair. On either side of Projecta is a standing 

maidservant. The attendant on the right is represented holding a mirror for Projecta, while the 

attendant on the left holds a large rectangular casket and steps to the right towards Projecta.  

 The juxtapositioning of the scenes, one above the other, along with the similar gestures of 

Venus and Projecta establishes an obvious parallel between the two female figures. There is also 

a parallel between the attendants of Projecta and the Erotes of Venus. In both scenes these 

flanking figures are involved in attending to the female at her respective toilette. The maid with a 

casket is positioned directly beneath the Eros holding a casket. The maid with a mirror is directly 

                                                
169 The oblong silver casket dates to around 379 to 383, is 55.9 cm long, 43.2 cm wide, and 28.6 
cm high. The casket would have been carried during a bath procession. Kathleen Shelton, The 

Esquiline Treasure, 11–29, 72–75 and 105–115. 
170 The inscription, written in large engraved capitals, reads: SECVNDEETPROIECTA 
VIVATIS INCHRI [STO] – “Secundus and Projecta, live in Christ.” Shelton, The Esquiline 

Treasure, 72. 
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under the image of Eros holding flowers and riding a centaur-triton with a mirror. Images such as 

these on the Projecta casket associate the beauty, luxury, and wealth of the Lady and her maids 

to that of Aphrodite and her Erotes. This juxtaposition of figures supports the suggestion that 

even Christian Romans compared the attendants of the house with Erotes, attendants to the gods. 

It also demonstrates how the Antioch mosaic with Aphrodite and her lover with attendant Erotes 

may have functioned in a similar way. 

 In her essay, “Surveying the Scene: Antioch Mosaic Pavements as a Source of Historical 

Evidence,” Janet Huskinson describes a way in which mosaics with images of gods interacting 

with mortals can be interpreted as showing the gods’ engagement with humanity.171 Huskinson 

uses the triclinium mosaic from the House of Dionysus and Ariadne at Antioch to explain how 

mythological events “could symbolize the mystic joining of human and divine.”172 According to 

the author, the satyr and maenad are shown in a particular pose that invites diners to witness the 

event when the god Dionysus approaches the sleeping Ariadne (fig. 5).173 Eros, positioned 

between the two figures, acts as mediator between the two realms. Other mosaic scenes with 

Eros, such as The Judgment of Paris mosaic and the mosaic with Adonis and Aphrodite, not only 

depict mythological tales of love or attraction, but also show mortals and immortals sharing the 

same space. They emphasize Eros’s role as a figure that connects humans to the divine, or 

mythological, world. 

 Erotes in art were figures that could exist in both the divine and secular worlds, as well as 

in public and private spaces. As children of the nymphs or of Aphrodite, Erotes symbolized 

divine descent. During the reign of the Roman Emperor Augustus, the image of Eros was a 

symbol of the Emperor’s divine lineage that was traced to Aphrodite, as is demonstrated by the 

                                                
171 Janet Huskinson, “Surveying the Scene: Antioch Mosaics as a Source of Historical 
Evidence,” in Culture and Society in Late Roman Antioch, 140. 
172 Huskinson, “Surveying the Scene,” 140. 
173 Huskinson’s interpretation, as she states, is more spiritual or cultic, yet it demonstrates how 
the viewer is invited into the world of mythology through art. Huskinson, “Surveying the Scene,” 
140. According to Levi, the satyr in theatrical costume is a good example of how the mosaics in 
Antioch conflated myth with elements from life. A nude satyr is more consistent with 
mythological tradition. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 143. 
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sculpture of Augustus from Prima Porta (fig. 25).174 The use of Erotes imagery to symbolize a 

privileged status continued into the fourth century and is represented in the Silver Missorium of 

Theodosius I. The Missorium is now in Madrid, but was created in Constantinople in 388 to 

commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Emperor’s reign (fig. 26).175 Here, the Emperor 

Theodosius, who made Christianity the official state religion in 380, is shown seated on a throne 

in his palace. Beneath him is a reclining personification of Earth. Floating above the body of 

Earth are three winged Erotes, each holding a cornucopia filled with fruit. The Erotes look 

toward the Emperor and hold up the offerings of the Earth to him. Two more Erotes carrying 

offerings are located on either side of Theodosius, filling the corner spaces of the palace’s 

pediment. The Erotes exist both in the space of the abstract, that is in the personification of 

Earth, and in the real, in the realm of the Emperor. This abstract concept of divine, however, is 

not tied to pagan belief but is a symbol of the Earth under the universal rule of the Christian God.  

 On the missorium, the division of space between the temporal and divine is marked by 

the foundation of the palace building. It is significant that the Erotes depicted flying above the 

enthroned Emperor appear to also be part of the palace building, as relief sculptures on the 

pediment, again, merging the concept of real existence and art. This further indicates that images 

of Erotes were understood to be transmitters of the world to the divine, and the concept of the 

Emperor working with God in order to bring about a rich bounty from the land.176 In this period 

Erotes held the audience of the Emperor himself, entering into his space. In a parallel way, the 

Antiochean mosaic images with Erotes may also allude to the patrons’ relationship with the 

mythological world, as demonstrated by Huskinson’s interpretation of the Dionysus and Ariadne 

mosaic from the House of Dionysus and Ariadne.177 

                                                
174 Jas Elsner, “Reflections on a Roman Revolution: A Transformation in the Image and 
Conception of the Emperor,” in Art and the Roman Viewer: The Transformation of Art from the 

Pagan World to Christianity, ed. Jas Elsner, 162. 
175 Henry Maguire, Earth and Ocean: The Terrestrial World in Early Byzantine Art (University 
Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1987), 74. 
176 Maguire, Earth and Ocean, 75. 
177 Furthermore, elites living in the Eastern portion of the empire associated themselves with the 
places that were once inhabited by the gods. For example, it was believed that Daphne really was 
the site where the nymph Daphne transformed into a tree. Hales, The Roman House and Social 

Identity, 209. Libanius, Oration XI. 94–99. According to Libanius, Seleucus dedicated Daphne to 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 In conclusion, I have demonstrated how the figures of Eros and Erotes in Late Antique 

Antioch mosaics were not merely passive decorative motifs but were informed by the intentions 

of the patrons. As I have argued, the mosaics were located in the most public spaces of Antioch’s 

residences and took part in the visual display hosted by aristocrats. It is important to understand 

the multiple ways in which the viewer could have interpreted the mosaics. The visual 

transformation occurring in the mosaics of Antioch shows the evolution of the god Eros into 

Erotes. The parallel to the literary tradition suggests a patrons’ interest in conveying his role as 

an intellectual, but also his strong ties to the classical heritage, reaching back hundreds of years. 

Antiochenes also viewed Erotes as symbols of Antioch’s land and water resources. At the same 

time, Eros and Erotes, as the visually ideal versions of youths, alluded to perfection and 

prosperity for the wealthy patron. Enhanced by the presence of young male servants, these 

mosaics made visual connections between art and reality and myth and life. These connections 

heightened the social occasion and created for the patron an aura of power. Overall, it was the 

agenda of Antiochene aristocrats to use mosaics with Eros and Erotes as a means of conveying 

status within their own social circles and that patrons were not only aware of the multiple 

interpretations of Eros and Erotes but specifically used the multivalent imagery to enhance the 

rituals enacted in their daily lives. 

                                                                                                                                                       
Apollo. Seleucus built a temple to the god near the spring Castalia. The temple was destroyed 
around 362 CE. Coins from the reins of Philip the Arab and Antiochus IV, 175–63 BCE, have 
representations of the famous colossal statue of Apollo in the temple of Apollo, Daphne. The 
statue, which no longer exists, is attributed to the Athenian sculptor Bryaxis, who created it 
sometime after 301 BCE.  See Dericksen M. Brinkerhoff, A Collection of Sculpture in Classical 

and Early Christian Antioch (New York: New York University Press, 1970), 35. Other legends 
include the stream at Daphne named for Ladon, the deity who inhabited the stream and was the 
father of Daphne. There was also a local myth that Daphne was the place where the Judgment of 
Paris took place. Libanius, Oration XI. 241, trans. Downey, A History if Antioch, 83-84. Sheila 
Hales suggests that this idea of the sharing of divine presence was an important part of self-
identity among Eastern citizens with Greek traditions. According to Hales, while the East 
conflated mythology and actual geography, Western tradition defined Romanitas through 
“fantasies of divine presence.” Hales, The Roman House and Social Identity, 209. 
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Figure 1: Map of Antioch and surrounding region. (Map by Wes Chilton, Victoria I and Mary 
Todd). 
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Figure 2: Maps of Antioch and Seleucia Pieria showing locations of houses with Eros and Erotes 

mosaics. (Antioch map after Victoria I and Mary Todd; Seleucia Pieria map after Doro Levi). 
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Figure 3: Map of Daphne showing locations of houses with Eros and Erotes mosaics. (Map after 

Doro Levi, Wes Chiton, Victoria I and Mary Todd). 
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Figure 4. House of the Boat of Psyches, Floor Plan, Daphne, third century CE. 

(Illustration by Wes Chilton and Victoria I). 
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Figure 5: Dionysus Discovers Ariadne from the House of Dionysus and Ariadne, Seleucia Pieria, 

second century CE. Antakya Museum, Antakya: inv. 945. 
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Figure 6: The Judgment of Paris from the Atrium House, Antioch,  

early second century CE. Museé du Louvre, Paris, Ma 3443. 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Narcissus Mosaic from the House of the Buffet Supper, Antioch, c. 210–220 CE. 
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Figure 8: Sleeping Eros with Psyche from the House of the Drinking Contest, Antioch, third 

century CE. Antakya Museum, Antakya: #1021. 
 

 
Figure 9: Five Erotes Riding Dolphins from the House of Menander, Daphne, 

third century CE. 
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Figure 10: Tethys Mosaic from Room 6 in the House of the Boat of Psyches, Daphne, third 

century CE. Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore. 
 

 
Figure 11: Fishing Erotes Panel from the House of the Drinking Contest, Seleucia Pieria, third 

century CE. 
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Figure 12: Fishing Erotes Panel from the House of Menander, Daphne, third century CE. 

Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Tethys and Okeanos from Room 17 in the House of Menander, Daphne, third century 

CE. Antakya Museum, Antakya. 
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Figure 14: Mosaic floor from Room 1, Constantinian Villa, Daphne, fourth century CE,  

12.50m x 8.30m. Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, 40.195 and 
Museé du Louvre, Paris. Inv. Ma 3443.  

 

 
Figure 15: Detail, Erotes panels from Room 1 Constantinian Villa, Daphne, fourth century CE. 

Museé du Louvre, Paris. Inv. Ma 3443. 
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Figure 16: Aphrodite and her Lover from the House of the Green Carpet, Antioch, early fifth 

century CE. 
 

 
Figure 17: Ganymede and Zeus from the House of the Buffet Supper, Antioch, early third 

century CE. Antakya Museum, Antakya. 
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Figure 18: Silver tetradrachm of Augustus, Antioch, 5–4 BCE. Right: Head of Augustus 

laureate. Left: Tyche of Antioch. 
 
 

 
Figure 19: Indoor Banquet from the triclinium in Casa del Triclinio, Pompeii, mid-first century 

CE (before 62). Painted panel. Museo Nazionale, Naples: Inv. 120029. 
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Figure 20: Pepper Castor, 200–230 CE. Silver, height 9.5 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

 

 
Figure 21: Flask with Vintaging Erotes, ca. 379–383 CE. Silver, height 34.6 cm. British 

Museum, London 66, 12–29, 4. 
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Figure 22: Banquet at Sigma, early fourth century CE. Ephesos. 

 
 

 
Figure 23: Benefaction scene from Trajan’s Arch, 114–118 CE. Marble. Benevento, Italy. 
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Figure 24: Projecta Casket, ca. 379–383 CE. Silver with gilding, length 60.33 cm. British 

Museum, London 66, 12–29, 1. 
 

 
Figure 25: Augustus of Prima Porta, first century CE. Marble, height 2.04 m. Vatican Museums, 

Vatican City. 
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Figure 26: The Missorium of Theodosius I, Constantinople, 338 CE. Silver, 74 cm diameter. 

Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

LIST OF ANTIOCH MOSAICS WITH EROS OR EROTES MOTIFS 
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APPENDIX B 
 

 MOSAIC DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 
a.) Thiasos. House of the Triumph of Dionysus Corridor 4, second century CE. Dimensions not 
recorded. 
 
 In Corridor 4 in the House of the Triumph of Dionysus is a horizontal rectangular mosaic 
panel. The mosaic is damaged in three main areas; the bottom left corner is missing, a fragment 
in the bottom border is gone, and a large portion of the center right half of the panel is gone. The 
remaining panel depicts a thiasos scene. The scene is composed of a row of six mythological 
figures moving in the direction towards the right side of the mosaic frame.  
 Beginning in the left is a representation of a female figure. The female figure is reclining, 
her left arm resting upon a column supporting the weight of her body. Her upper body is frontal 
while her legs point to her right, a pose making the shape of a right angle. Her upper body, 
shoulders, breasts and waist are nude. A mantle covers her legs and buttocks and wraps around 
her left arm. Her right arm is extending out to her right. In her right hand, she holds a piece of a 
veil and its right end flutters out from the figures’ hand. The veil is billowing in an arch above 
her head and ends at the column where she leans on her left arm. Her head is turning slightly to 
her left, looking to the right of the mosaic. She wears a headband and a necklace. On her right 
side is a serpent with a long snout and a long twisting body. 178 The serpent’s head is in profile 
facing the reclining female.179 
 To the right of the female is the second figure in the thiasos, a representation of flying 
Eros. He is half the size of the female figure. His head, hands and upper body are leaning 
forward to the right while his legs and feet angle to the left of the mosaic. This gives the 
impression that Eros is flying towards the right side of the mosaic. Eros is nude except for a long 
cape attached around his neck and flowing out behind his body. Attached to his upper back and 
stretching out to the left is one of his open wings about the length of one of his arms. With both 
of his hands, he clutches a mirror, an attribute of Aphrodite. His head is turned three-quarters to 
the left, looking over his right shoulder at the female figure. 
 The third mythological figure within the scene is a winged horse, possibly a hippocamp. 
The rearing horse faces the right, its head and neck in profile. Only the wings, chest, front legs, 
neck, and head of the hippocamp are visible to the viewer. The right wing, attached to the 
hippocamp’s shoulder, is open, the tip almost touching Eros’ mirror. The left wing is closed. The 
hippocamp is represented with a bridle around its head. Extending out of the bottom of the bridle 
are reins. 

                                                
178 The serpent may be the ketos, a sea monster of Greek myth and an attribute of the sea-
goddess Tethys Sarah M. Wages, “A Note on the Dumbarton Oaks Tethys Mosaic,” Dumbarton 

Oaks Papers 40 (1986): 119–128. The ketos is a secondary attribute of Tethys and is also found 
alongside the goddess in the Tethys mosaic from the House of the Boat of Psyches. 
179 The female may be a nereid – a mythological woman associated with the sea and typically 
depicted naked holding a veil over her head. 
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 To the right, holding the reins of the winged- hippocamp is the fourth thiasos-figure. The 
lower left portion of the fourth figure is missing but he is identified by Levi as an ichthyocentaur. 
The remaining portion of the figure is the nude upper body of an older male; his age indicated by 
his white beard. He tilts towards the right side of the mosaic, his arms are fully stretching out to 
his left and right. In his right hand, he is lifting the reins up above the hippocamp, while his left 
arm remains parallel to the horizon, the left hand open. The man wears a cape attached around 
his neck. His head is turning to his right, looking at the hippocamp. 
 The right half of the mosaic with the remaining two figures is damaged. The fifth figure 
is a female with only her head and shoulders remaining. The figure faces to the right towards the 
missing portion of the mosaic. This figure is similar to the first female with a billowing veil 
arching over her head. She is also wearing a necklace. 
 The sixth and final figure in the mosaic is located at the far right. This figure has the 
upper body of a man, the lower body of a horse and the tail of a fish. He is identified as a 
centaur-triton. His two horse legs rear up to the right while his tail curls out to the left. His upper 
torso is naked. His right arm extends out from his side, parallel to the horizon. In his right hand, 
he holds an unidentifiable object. His left arm is straight, pointing down to the corner of the 
mosaic frame. His head is turning three-quarters to the left towards the destroyed portion of the 
mosaic. On his head are two pieces of coral in the shape of horns. Bordering the rectangular 
scene is a running wave pattern. 
 
 
b.) The Judgment of Paris. Atrium House, triclinium, early second century CE. 186.1 x 186.1 cm 
(fig. 6). 
 
 The Judgment of Paris is one of three mosaic panels making up the triclinium pavement 
found in the Atrium House. The Judgment of Paris is a square panel located in the middle of the 
floor, between the panel of The Drinking Contest and a damaged panel featuring Aphrodite and 
Adonis. The scene has seven figures. From left to right they are Psyche, Hermes, Paris, Athena, 
Hera, Eros, and Aphrodite.  
 Depicted in the far left, along the upper left portion of the mosaic is a representation of 
Psyche standing on a large rock. She is shown in three-quarters profile facing the right side of the 
mosaic. Butterfly wings, attributes of Psyche, are on her shoulders. Psyche is wearing a short 
purple tunic and holding a stick in her left hand. 
 In the bottom-left corner of the scene, in front of the large rock with Psyche, is the figure 
of Hermes in right profile. His body is semi-nude. Hermes’s left foot rests on a rock. He is 
leaning over slightly stretching out his right hand, motioning towards the sitting Paris. 
 The third figure is the light-skinned Paris sitting on a rock underneath a small tree. Paris’ 
body is facing the mosaic’s right but he is turning his head to the left side, over his right 
shoulder, to look at Hermes. Behind Paris is a column. Next to him, in the middle of the mosaic, 
is a cow in right profile and at Paris’ feet is a calf. 
 In the right half of the scene are representations of the three goddess, Athena, Hera and 
Aphrodite. Athena is shown standing closest to the center of the mosaic. She is holding her spear 
in her right arm and wearing a helmet. At her right side is her shield. Athena looks over her left 
shoulder, down at Aphrodite, standing in the far right of the scene. Perched in the tree branches 
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above Athena is a bird in right profile. To the right of the figure of Athena is Hera seated and 
looking to the left at Paris. In her left arm, she holds a spear. To the right of the figure of Hera is 
Aphrodite. She is standing her left hand rests on a rock. Leaning against her left shoulder is a 
spear. She is turning slightly, looking towards Paris. Above Aphrodite is Eros standing on a 
column behind the goddess. Eros’ torso is positioned frontally; his left leg is moving forward in 
front of his right leg. On his left and right shoulder are wings. He is holding a lit torch in his left 
hand and reaching for or gesturing to the bird in the tree located on his right side. 
 Surrounding all four sides of the Judgment of Paris panel is a large border of grape vines 
inhabited by birds. Within the vines at the top and bottom of the panel are two male faces 
looking out towards the viewer. The outermost part of the border is a running geometric pattern 
of triangles. 
 
 
c.) Hunting Erotes Border, House of the Mysteries of Isis, Room 1, 193–235 CE. Portion of 
larger mosaic sized 3.30 x 3.00 m. 
 
 Only fragmented remains of a badly destroyed mosaic is all that survives of the Hunting 
Erotes Border. The border surrounds a square panel with a partially destroyed image of two boats 
underneath the figure of Nike. Within the border are the remains of two Erotes with wings. Both 
figures are represented standing on the outer edge of the border. Each Erotes figure is lunging to 
the left in the direction of a large animal, either a wolf or a lion. The Eros figure in the left corner 
of the border is semi-nude wearing a cape attached around his neck. In his right hand he holds a 
rod above his head. At his side, his left hand is holding two spears. The second Eros is lunging 
forward with left leg, which part of the missing portion. His bare backside is towards the viewer. 
In his hands he holds a spear pointing it in the direction of the lion. The remaining portions of the 
border show other animal: a deer, a bull, and one that has the appearance of a dog or wolf.  
 
 
d.) Adonis’s Farewell. House of the Red Pavement, Room 1, second to third century CE. 
Dimensions not recorded. 
 
 A rectangular panel from Room 1 in the House of the Red Pavement is a mosaic 
depicting Adonis’s Farewell. A large portion of the lower half of the panel, specifically the right 
corner, is missing.  In the far left of the mosaic is a building. Not pictured in the scene is the back 
of the building, which runs outside the left edge of the mosaic. The front of the building has two 
columns with ornate capitals and tiled roof. To the right of the building is a tree with a wavy 
trunk. The leaves on the tree only grow from the top. 
 Next to the tree, in the center of the mosaic, is the semi-nude figure of Adonis. He is 
represented in three-quarters profile turning toward the right. His mantle is draped around his 
arms. In his left arm he holds two spears. His legs are missing, part of the destroyed section of 
the mosaic. Adonis is wearing sandals on his feet. On his head is a wreath. He gazes out over to 
the right at the figure of Aphrodite. Aphrodite is fully clothed in a garment, which includes a veil 
over her head. She is turning to the left towards Adonis extending her right arm out to him. On 
her wrist is a bracelet. Aphrodite’s left arm, left leg and feet are missing. However, there are 
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remnants of a spear, which she may have been holding in her left hand. Standing on the ground 
beneath Aphrodite’s remaining arm, on her right side, is Eros. Eros is half the size of the other 
two figures. His right side and torso are completely missing. All that remains are portions of his 
wings, face, and his left arm and leg. From what remains we can tell that he is turning towards 
Aphrodite but looking back, up at Adonis. 
 A simple line border frames the image. Other mosaic panels in Room 1 have scenes with 
Meleager and Atalanta, Phaedra, Io and Argos, Andromache and Astyanax, and the four winged 
personifications of the seasons. 
 
 
e.) Narcissus Mosaic. House of the Buffet Supper, 210–220 CE. Dimensions not recorded (fig. 
7). 
 
 The Narcissus Mosaic originally in the House of the Buffet Supper, Lower Level, South 
Complex dated to the years between 210–220 CE. The Narcissus mosaic is a square panel 
depicting the moment when Narcissus sees his reflection in a pool of water. In the left side of the 
panel is the standing figure of Echo. She is identified by the Greek inscription over her right 
shoulder. The figure is facing right, looking down at Narcissus. In her left hand, she holds a 
spear.  Narcissus is in the middle of the scene. He is identified by the Greek inscription over his 
right shoulder, Narcissus is sitting with his body positioned to the left side of the mosaic and his 
head looks back over his left shoulder. On his head he wears a hat and in his right hand he holds 
a long rod. In the right of the mosaic is Eros, standing next to Narcissus and motioning with his 
right hand to the reflecting pool. In his right hand is a lit torch. In his left hand, Eros holds his 
bow. Eros is leaning to the right, looking over his right shoulder at Narcissus. He is partially 
nude with wings protruding from his back. A tree is located in the far right side of the panel. The 
skinny tree extends out from the right side of the panel. Its branches and leaves stretch out above 
the figures of Eros and Narcissus. A border of flowers and faces frames the Narcissus mosaic. 
 
 
f.) Dionysus Discovering Ariadne. House of Dionysus and Ariadne, second to third century CE. 
Dimensions not recorded (fig. 5). 
  
 In the House of Dionysus and Ariadne located in Seleucia Pieria, is the floor mosaic 
depicting Dionysus discovering Ariadne. The mosaic is the central panel of the triclinium floor. 
The mosaic is an image of a wall decorated with three panels. The central panel, the largest of 
the three, is Dionysus discovering Ariadne. The standing figure is Dionysus, He is partially 
destroyed with his head and mid section missing.  In his right hand he holds a spear. With his left 
hand, he motions to the right of the scene towards Ariadne. Ariadne is reclining with her legs 
pointing to the left side of the scene and her upper body twisted so that she faces the viewer. 
Situated between the two figures of the standing Dionysus and reclining Ariadne, the winged and 
young Eros is gesturing with his arm to his left towards Ariadne.  
 Protruding from the wall is a column on the left and right of the Dionysus and Ariadne 
scene. On the left side of the wall is a panel of a standing maenad holding a cup. On the right 
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side of the wall is a panel of a standing satyr also holding as cup.180 Along the top of the wall is 
an arrangement of two griffins, two eagles, and three vessels. Underneath the image of the wall 
is a panel of geometric patterns. The mosaic is bordered by a triangular pattern. 
 
 
g.) Eros and the Boat of Psyches. House of the Boat of Psyches, Room 3, third century CE. 
Dimensions not recorded. 
 
 Eros and the Boat of Psyches mosaic, from the House of the Boat of Psyches, portrays 
Eros in the manner of a magnificent deity. Dated to the third century, the mosaic was originally 
part of a room labeled by excavators as Room 3. The mosaic scene was originally located in the 
center of the room facing the entrance. Filling the square panel is a grey-blue background 
accented by dark waves indicating water. Within the right portion of the panel is the standing 
figure of a nude, winged Eros. The god is standing on the backs of two naked Psyches who are 
leaning forward to the left of the mosaic. The two Psyches fill the bottom of the panel.  Large 
butterfly wings extend from their backs and the bottom half of their bodies disappear into the 
water. 
 
 
h.) Five Erotes Riding Dolphins. House of the Boat of Psyches, courtyard nymphaeum, third 
century CE. Dimensions not recorded (fig. 9). 
 
 In the third century House of the Boat of Psyches, there is a mosaic with five winged 
Erotes riding dolphins. The mosaic decorated the nymphaeum in the courtyard across from the 
triclinium. Each Eros and dolphin pair is centered within one of the five rounded niches 
originally part of a fountain. The dolphins within the first and second niches are in right profile. 
The dolphins within the fourth and fifth niches are in left profile. The Eros and dolphin from the 
central-niche face the viewer. The four Erotes within the first, third, fourth and fifth niches are 
fishing while the one in the second niche is holding a torch. The torch-bearing Eros is shown 
reclining on the back of his dolphin. Beneath the dolphins and Erotes is a variety of marine 
animals in profile facing different directions.  
 
 
i.) Tethys Mosaic. House of the Boat of Psyches, Room 6, third century CE. Dimensions not 
recorded (fig. 10). 
 
 Originally in Room 6 in the House of the Boat of Psyches was a rectangular floor mosaic 
with the bust of the sea goddess Tethys. Around the bust of Tethys within the center of the panel 
are fish and one winged Eros riding a dolphin. The top of the mosaic is damaged. Eros rides a 
dolphin in the bottom left corner. Eros is completely nude except for a cape. In his right hand, he 
holds a long fishing rod with a fish on the end of the line. Eros and the dolphin both face to the 

                                                
180 Doro Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, VOL. I (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1947), 
143. 
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right, riding toward the center of the panel. The young Eros turns his head to face the viewer. A 
variety of fish and sea creatures float in the space around the bust of Tethys and Eros. 
 
 
j.) Fishing Eros Panel. House of the Drunken Dionysus, courtyard, third century CE. Dimensions 
not recorded.  
 
  The Fishing Eros Panel, from the courtyard of the House of the Drunken Dionysus, is in 
the shape of a left facing right angle. The upper left corner and upper edge of the panel is 
damaged. The remaining scene shows a young adult Eros seated in a chair in the far right corner. 
Eros is facing the left. He is dressed in a mantle draped over his left shoulder. His bare leg is out 
in front of him to the left. His left arm is resting on the arm of the chair. In his right hand is a 
fishing pole pointing out to the left with a fish on the line. With the exception of a few feathers, 
the wings on his back are missing, part of the destroyed portion of the mosaic. In the bottom left 
of the mosaic are three fish lying on their sides with long shadows underneath them. 
 
 
k.) Sleeping Eros with Psyche. House of the Drinking Contest, triclinium threshold, third century 
CE. Dimensions not recorded (fig. 8). 
 
 The Sleeping Eros with Psyche panel is from the threshold of the triclinium in the House 
of the Drinking Contest, Seleucia Pieria. The rectangular panel is horizontally oriented, facing 
the triclinium. The scene is composed of two figures – Psyche and Eros. Psyche is in the left 
portion of the panel. She is wearing a purple garment with pieces of cloth billowing out on her 
left and right sides. She has butterfly wings on her back. Her body is leaning towards the center 
of the panel, reaching out with her right hand. Her right arm is straight, parallel to the horizon. In 
her left hand is a bow.  Psyche is reaching out to a case of quivers that is hanging from a tree. 
The tree is leaning towards Psyche.  
 Beneath the tree is Eros, sleeping on the ground lying so that his feet are near Psyche and 
his head is under the tree’s trunk in the right side of the panel. Eros is semi-nude, wearing only a 
cape. His right leg is crossed over his left, his torso is frontal, one wing sticks up from his back, 
and his face is towards the viewer. Eros tucks his arms under is head, which is resting on a rock. 
In his right hand are some flowers. The base of the tree is to the right of Eros. 
 The Eros and Psyche panel is flanked by two rectangular panels of diamond shape 
designs. All three panels are set within a geometric border. 
 
 
l.) Fishing Erotes Panel. House of the Drinking Contest, courtyard, third century CE. Dimensions 
not recorded (fig. 11). 
 
 The Fishing Erotes mosaic in the House of the Drinking Contest is a square panel. Within 
the center of the panel is a group of three Erotes in three-quarters profile. The Erotes are all 
holding fishing rods and riding dolphins. Each Erotes is completely nude with a pair of wings on 
his back. The three Erotes and dolphins swim a circular shape at the center of the panel; two of 
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the Erotes’ dolphins are diving to the right, one Eros and his mount are diving to the left. 
Swimming around the Erotes is a variety of fish also in profile and facing different directions. 
The border of the square panel is a meander key motif. 
 
 
m.) Fishing Erotes Panel. House of Menander, courtyard, third century CE. Dimensions not 
recorded (fig. 12). 
 
 The Fishing Erotes panel, from the House of Menander, was originally in the courtyard 
near the fountain, visible from and facing the triclinium. The rectangular panel is horizontally 
oriented. The scene is of three Erotes partaking in various fishing activities. The first Eros is in 
the left third of the panel. He stands on a rock. His body is in three-quarters view, leaning to the 
right towards the center of the scene. On his back are two large wings. He is nude, but his right 
side is hidden from view by the cloth draped over his right arm. In his hands he is holding a rope. 
At the end of the rope is a large fish. 
 To the right of the first Eros, is a second Eros sitting in a boat in the center of the panel. 
The boating Eros is in the upper half of the mosaic. The second Eros is in three-quarter profile 
facing the right. His body is nude with two wings on his back. In his right hand is an oar. 
  The third Eros is in the far right of the panel standing on a rock. He stands in three-
quarter profile, facing the center of the scene. The third Eros is dressed in a short chiton secured 
by a belt. On his head is a cap. Two wings are on his back. In his right hand he is holding a 
fishing rod with a fish attached to the end of the line. In his left arm he carries a bundle or a trap 
for fishing. 
 Other aquatic animals fill the mosaic and appear to be floating in the space above and 
around the three Erotes. The panel has a running ribbon border. 
 
 
n.) Eros and Psyche. House of Menander, triclinium, third century CE. Dimensions not recorded 
 
 From the triclinium of the House of Menander is a damaged floor mosaic composed of 
five scenes set in one panel. In the middle of the mosaic are the remains of an eagle and a youth. 
Four other scenes are each arranged along one of the four sides of the panel. Each scene faces 
outward so that the border on the panel acts as the ground level. In each of the four corners is a 
tree. Each tree creates a diagonal line stating in the corner and ending with its branches touching 
the eagle at the center of the panel.  
 A partially nude Eros is in three of the scenes. Two of these, are illustrations of the Eros 
and Psyche myth. In the third, Eros is with an unidentified figure, which only partially remains. 
Eros is standing in the right corner facing to the left towards the unidentified figure. Next to the 
unknown figure is a large bird, also partially damaged, standing with its breast towards the 
viewer and its large wings behind it. In the far left corner are the remains of a seated figure 
amongst some grass. 
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o.) Mosaic floor from Room 1, Constantinian Villa, fourth century CE. c.12.50m x 8.30m, size 
of square portion 6.60 m x 6.60 m. (fig.14–15). 
 
 The mosaic from the Room 1 of the Constantinian Villa is divided into two sections: the 
square in the east and the rectangle to the west. In the middle of the square are the remains of a 
pool. Around the pool are four trapezoidal panels with hunting scenes. Separating the hunt 
scenes are figures of the four seasons: Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter.181 Surrounding the 
square is a continuous border filled with the geometric pattern of a meander key motif broken up 
by panels of pastoral life and six busts with personifications of abstract ideas.182 The identifiable 
personifications are labeled: Ktisis  (Foundation), Euandria (Manliness), and Dynamis (Strength 
or Creative Power).183 The eastern portion of the floor has seven panels with Dionysiac figures 
including Dionysus, Silenus, Herakles, a satyr and a maenad. 
 Erotes are located in the row of panels in along the side of the square portion adjacent to 
the rectangular portion of the mosaic floor. The Erotes’ panels face the entrance to the room. In 
the three panels are scenes of Erotes participating in various outdoor activities. The scenes are, 
from left to right: a group of four winged Erotes in a dance scene, four Erotes reclining in an 
outdoor symposium, and an outdoor scene with one Eros pulling flowers from the branches 
putting them into a basket while the another weaves them together. The scenes with Erotes are 
only located on one side of the mosaic and the only panels facing away from the pool. 
 
 
p.) Sea-Goddess Roundel. House of the Sea-Goddess, 475 CE. Dimensions not recorded. 
 
 Next to a pool in the House of the Sea-Goddess is a partially destroyed mosaic. Within 
the rectangular panel is a roundel featuring two figures and the sea. The figure in the left center 
is a nude female. The figure faces front resting her left arm on a rock. In her right hand she holds 
the ketos, identifying her as a sea-goddess. Around her waist is a belt. Her lower half is hidden 
beneath the water, which fills the lower portion of the roundel. With the exception of a few 
strands of hair on her right side, her head is completely missing.  
 In the right-half of the roundel, on the other side of the rock, is an Eros riding a dolphin. 
The Eros is in three-quarters profile facing the left. He is straddling the dolphin between his legs. 
In his left hand, he holds the reins to the dolphins bridle. He right arm is raised up and in his 
hand he holds a wreath. Two small wings extend out from his shoulders. Underneath Eros the 
mounted dolphin is diving to the left with its tail curved up to the left. Underneath the dolphin in 
the sea is a fish. Around the roundel are geometric patterns filling the space between the roundel 
and the square border, filled by a running triangular pattern. 
 

                                                
181 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 233. Winged Seasons appear to be a favorite in Antioch, for 
example those in the House of the Calendar and in the House of the Drinking Contest, third 
century CE. 
182 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 248. 
183 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, 248, 253–255. The personifications of the abstract ideas are 
identified by Levi. 
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